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A l l great offices weten*t 
designed by Healthco... 
But many of tfie greatest 
dental ottices are. 
It takes special talent, understand-
ing and experience to successfully 
design an office to serve its 
intended function. 
At Heaitfico our staff of de-
sign consultants tiave tfie special 
knowledge tfiat is required to tiandle 
the unique design and installation 
problems that go into a dental office. 
Knowledge not often available with 
most design and architectural firms. 
We design dental off ices 
to meet your needs. 
We've already designed thousands 
of dental offices ranging from the 
one dentist practice to large suites 
of dental off ices—as well as the 
complete interiors of many dental/ 
medical buildings. And, from all 
this experience we know how to 
meet your special needs, function-
ally and aesthetically. 
Your Healthco design con-
sultant will spend time with you 
discussing your thoughts. Then 
we'll take over the responsibility 
seeing that your ideas are Included 
into the final design. 
We're committed to s e e that 
your new practice s u c c e e d s . 
We stand ready to assist you in 
every way. Construction. Equip-
ment. Furniture and floor/wall 
covering. Financing. Hiring staff. 
Inventory control. Practice man-
agement systems. Equipment repair. 
Dental supply purchasing plans. All 
the day-to-day full service require-
ments that your new office deserves. 
So, when you're ready to 
consider office design — whether 
it's for a new dental office or the 
remodeling of an existing one — 
contact your Healthco representa-
tive. And we'll design a new dental 
environment that will provide you 
with optimum efficiency and 
aesthetics. 
+1- + l e a l t h C O Oental Supply 
Heal thco /Rower Dental Supp ly 
120 Southampton St. 
Boston, MA 02118 
617-423-5804 
800-882-2006 (Massachusetts) 
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One of the objectives of the MRFiT study was to determine whether reducing high 
biood pressure wouid reduce the heart-disease mortaiity rate. 
MRFIT, far from disproving value of 
intervention programs, showed 
prevention to be sound medicine 
by H. Emerson Thomas Jr., M.D. 
Disability and death from coronary 
heart disease in the United States in-
creased steadily from 1940 to 1965. 
The death rate from coronary heart 
disease increased during this period 
by 65 percent. Approximately one in 
five American men developed coro-
nary heart disease prior to age 60. An 
average of 1.2 million heart attacks 
were occurring each year. Of these 
victims, 653,000 persons died, 
350,000 of them suddenly and unex-
pectedly. The total estimated cost due 
to coronary disease was greater than 
$25 billion annually. 
For many years, a number of clini-
cal characteristics had been associ-
H. Emerson Thomas Jr., M.D., an associ-
ate ciinicai professor of medicine in the 
Schooi of tvledicine, served as the princi-
pal investigator for the Boston University 
MRFiT center and currently is the director 
of Medicai Care Affiliates, a group empha-
sizing preventive medicine. 
MRFIT attempts to 
answer a crucial question: 
'Will intervening against the 
chief risk factors cut the rate 
of death from coronary 
heart disease?' 
ated with the development of heart at-
tacks and strokes. Hypertension, diet 
and blood lipid levels, diabetes and 
cigarette smoking, among other fac-
tors, seemed to serve as precursors 
to atherosclerotic disease. From the 
Boston University-Framingham Heart 
Study, the foremost study of coronary 
epidemiology in the world, came the 
confirmation that these risk factors 
were associated with a higher-than-
expected rate of coronary heart dis-
ease. Would control of the risk factors 
result in a reduction of the frequency 
of heart attack? 
National effort launched. Although 
some evidence suggested that effec-
tive treatment of individual precursors 
might reduce the Ineidence of disease, 
no indication that a multifactorial ap-
proach would be effective had been 
documented. As part of a major effort 
to reduce the frequency of heart at-
tack and heart attack death, the Na-
tional Heart and Lung Institute set 
forth in 1970 to establish a broadly 
based program aimed at the control 
and prevention of atherosclerosis. 
From this commitment ultimately came 
the Multiple Risk Factor Intervention 
Trial (MRFIT). 
Beginning in 1973, at 22 centers 
throughout the United States, recruit-
ment of a population of men deter-
mined to be at risk of coronary dis-
ease were recruited into the MRFIT 
study. The primary objective of this 
trial was to determine whether reduc-
ing high blood pressure, blood choles-
terol, and cigarette smoking would re-
sult in a significant reduction in 
mortality from coronary heart disease. 
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12,866 men at risk are 
divided into 2 groups—one 
for special intervention, 
one for usual care 
More than 361,000 men volunteered 
to participate in the study. From this 
group 12,866 were ultimately deter-
mined to be at a 10-15 percent top 
risk level and eligible tor randomiza-
tion into two study groups. The partici-
pants were limited to men 35 to 57 
years ot age who were tree ot overt 
coronary heart disease, individuals 
with extremely high levels ot biood 
pressure or serum choiesteroi and 
those who had other medicai condi-
tions that wouid limit their participation 
were excluded from the trial during the 
screening phase. The eilgibie volun-
teers were then randomized into two 
equal study groups caiied the Special 
intervention (Si) group and the Usual 
Care (UC) group. 
The Si group members were invited 
to participate in a period ot intensive 
intervention directed at the control ot 
their biood pressure, choiesteroi levels 
and smoking habits. The intervention 
process was carried out by a team ot 
physicians, nurses, nutritionists, psy-
chologists and other health educators. 
The UC group members were referred 
with their Information to their private 
physicians tor traditionai care and toi-
iow-up. Both groups were examined in 
detail on an annual basis tor a period 
ot at least six years. 
Group members comparable. Per-
sons in the Si and UC groups were 
comparable in their baseline data. The 
Si participants were on the average 
46.2 years ot age, had a diastolic 
biood pressure ot 91.0 mmHg, a 
serum choiesteroi ot 253.8 mg percent 
and 63.8 percent were smokers. For 
the UC group the average age was 
46.1 years, with a diastoiic biood 
pressure ot 90.9 mmhig, serum cho-
iesteroi ot 253.5 mg percent; 63.5 per-
cent were cigarette smokers. 
intervention methods Involved stan-
dard forms ot treatment. Control ot the 
patients' biood pressure was achieved 
through mild salt restriction and 
stepped-care drug treatment. Choies-
teroi management involved weight re-
duction and dietary advice regarding a 
diet low in saturated tat and choles-
terol. Smoking cessation was 
achieved through a variety ot counsel-
ing techniques, including behavior 
modification and hypnotism. No advice 
was given to the Usual Care group re-
garding any ot these treatment areas. 
According to the study design, it was 
anticipated that no significant change 
wouid be observed in the serum cho-
iesteroi or diastoiic biood pressure 
levels tor the Usual Care group. A 
modest reduction in cigarette smoking 
was anticipated tor the Usual Care 
group. 
The Special intervention participants 
were expected to achieve a 10-per-
cent reduction ot their elevated serum 
choiesteroi and diastoiic biood pres-
sure levels. Cigarette smokers were 
expected to reduce their number ot 
cigarettes smoked per day by as 
much as 55 percent, it was antici-
pated that light smokers wouid be 
more successtui In their efforts at re-
duction than heavy smokers. 
After six years of follow-up, 
investigators compare how 
the two groups were affected 
in hypertension, cholesterol 
levels and smoking 
After six years ot toiiow-up, the Si 
men realized a 10.5-mmHg reduction 
in their diastoiic biood pressure, a 
drop ot 12 percent. This figure ex-
ceeded the 10-percent design expec-
tation. However, the UC men were et-
tectlveiy treated in the community and 
experienced a 7.3-mmHg drop in their 
diastoiic biood pressure, or an 8-per-
cent reduction. Thus, although biood 
pressure management In the treat-
ment group was highly successtui, the 
Usual Care men were treated in a 
most ettective and unanticipated fash-
ion. The iess-than-expected ditterence 
in diastoiic biood pressure between 
the Si and the UC participants creates 
a significant problem regarding the 
study design, but is encouraging with 
regard to the quality ot care given to 
hypertensive individuals in the com-
munity. 
After 72 months, the mean plasma 
choiesteroi levels tor the Si and UC 
men respectively were 12.1 mg per-
cent and 7.5 mg percent below the 
baseline. The 4.6-percent ditterence 
between the two groups was only 
about 50 percent ot the goal set tor 
choiesteroi reduction. Management ot 
the nutrition factors in a muititactoriai 
intervention setting thus proved to be 
more ditticuit than had been antici-
pated. 
Smoking quit rate Impressive. Ot 
the 63 percent ot men who entered 
the trial as smokers, 46 percent ot the 
SI group and 29 percent ot the UC 
group had quit smoking cigarettes by 
the end ot the sixth year, in contrast 
to the iess-than-expected ditterences 
between the two groups noted tor 
biood pressure and choiesteroi, the 
ditterence in the number ot cigarettes 
smoked per day exceeded the design 
goal by 45 percent. The 46-percent 
quit rate tor Special Intervention par-
ticipants is most impressive. 
After an average toiiow-up ot seven 
years, 265 Si and 260 UC participants 
had died. Coronary heart disease ac-
counted tor 115 ot the deaths in the 
Si group and 124 ot the UC deaths. 
The coronary mortaiity tor the Si par-
ticipants was 7.1 percent less that tor 
the UC group. The overall death rate 
was 2.1 percent higher tor the Si men. 
Neither ot these ditterences reached 
statistical signiticance. The number ot 
deaths observed in the Usual Care 
group toil substantiaiiy short ot that 
which was expected based on antici-
pated risk-factor change. Whereas 
187 deaths from coronary heart dis-
ease were expected in the Usual Care 
men by the end ot six years ot toiiow-
up, only 104 were observed. The iess-
than-antlclpated Usual Care death 
rate wouid seem to be most reasona-
bly explained by the signiticantiy bet-
ter-than-anticipated reduction in risk 
factors. 
An unusual factor emerges 
from analysis of mortality 
figures in hypertensive SI 
participants with ECG 
abnormalities at rest 
When certain subgroups ot the pop-
ulation were analyzed, one group ot 
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hypertensive men with eiectrocardi-
ographic abnormalities behaved in a 
most unusual fashion. From aii prior 
knowledge ot drug management ot 
hypertension, it wouid be expected 
that stepped-care treatment wouid re-
suit in a lowered mortaiity from heart 
attack. A sizeable number (approxi-
mateiy 30 percent) ot the hypertensive 
participants had abnormalities noted 
on their resting eiectrocardlograms. 
For this group, a significant excess 
mortaiity was found in the Special in-
tervention men when compared with 
the Usual Care participants. This ap-
peared to be due to the use ot large 
doses ot diuretics, which may have al-
tered the serum and ceiiuiar potas-
sium ieveis. 
Cardiac arrythmias produced by 
such a chemical imbalance may have 
led to the excess death noted in this 
Special intervention group, it the data 
is analyzed excluding the hypertensive 
men with ECG abnormalities, the cor-
onary death rate tor the Si participants 
is signiticantiy lower than that tor the 
UC group and approached the mortai-
ity ditterence that was projected by 
the original design ot the trial. 
After seven years, theretore, the 
MRFiT trial is unable to confirm the 
benefits ot a multiple risk-tactor inter-
vention approach to the coronary 
heart disease problem, it is important 
to consider the possible explanations 
tor the results obtained. There seem 
to be three possible interpretations. 
It is possible to conclude 
such intervention doesn't 
work, but that means 
rejecting key research 
showing impact of 
risk factors 
It is possible that the intervention 
program as conducted is not beneti-
ciai in terms ot decreasing coronary 
mortaiity. To accept this conciusion 
would require the rejection ot many 
caretuiiy conducted studies that have 
shown a definite benefit from both in-
dividual and multiple risk-tactor moditi-
cation. Extensive data is available to 
support the view that cessation ot cig-
H. Emerson Thomas Jr., M.D., right, princi-
pal investigator of the IVIRFiT study, exam-
ines data with Wiliiam P. Castelii, fVi.D., an 
adjunct associate professor of medicine at 
BUSM and director of the Framing ham 
Heart Study. 
arette smoking will have a definite im-
pact on coronary mortaiity and gener-
aiiy increase lite expectancy. Even 
from within the MRFiT study, a reduc-
tion in coronary heart disease mortai-
ity was observed tor those Si partici-
pants who stopped smoking compared 
to those who continued. For those in-
dividuals who had been smoking at 
least 36 cigarettes per day and who 
quit, the coronary death rate was ap-
proximately halt that tor those who 
continued to smoke. 
Hypertension control vital. Control 
ot hypertension has been shown to be 
benetlciai in several recent ciinicai 
trials, it wouid be a great tragedy it 
the MRFiT results led to the conciu-
sion that control ot biood pressure is 
not worthwhile. Every ettort should 
continue to be made to identity and 
treat persons with hypertension. 
Considerable controversy has ex-
isted over the benefit ot a iipid-iower-
ing diet. Untortunateiy, the MRFiT re-
suits will not help to resolve this 
controversy. Choiesteroi reduction in 
the Si participants, especiaiiy when 
compared with the Usual Care group, 
was not as great as desired. A recent 
study in Norway did show a reduction 
in sudden coronary death and fre-
quency ot coronary heart disease that 
was attributed to a combination ot 
choiesteroi reduction and smoking 
cessation, it is most likely that It main-
tained over time, a reduction in the 
serum choiesteroi will lead to a re-
duced iikeiihood ot the development ot 
coronary heart disease. What certainly 
can not be conciuded from the MRFiT 
study is that choiesteroi reduction Is 
not important. Sound advice stiii would 
be that moderation in saturated tat 
and choiesteroi Intake is one aspect ot 
a healthy dietary pattern. 
A second possible explanation tor 
the failure to observe a significant 
mortaiity ditterence Is that although 
the intervention was ettective, the re-
suit was not observed. The exceed-
ingly low mortaiity in the Usual Care 
group compared to that which was ex-
pected obviously had an impact on 
the mortaiity end-point data, it wouid 
be attractive to presume that this low 
UC mortaiity was due to the consider-
abie reduction in risk factors that was 
noted. From the trial, there is no way 
to confirm this possibility, it also is 
possible that a period ot longer than 
seven years wouid be necessary be-
fore a signiticant reduction in disease 
incidence wouid be observed as a re-
suit ot the risk-tactor modifications. 
Further study necessary. A third and 
intriguing possibility tor explaining the 
results is that some aspect ot the in-
tervention provided the Si men was, in 
tact, harmful and increased the mor-
taiity tor this group. The surprising 
finding that Si men with abnormal 
eiectrocardiograms who received an-
tihypertensive drugs died at a rate 
greater than UC participants wouid 
perhaps help explain the mortaiity re-
suits. Although not conclusive, these 
results suggest the need tor further in-
vestigation. 
The MRFiT study showed that an 
ettective multiple risk intervention pro-
cess is possible. Using this approach, 
risk factors can be modified. The fail-
ure to show a ditterence between the 
Si and UC groups tor coronary mortai-
ity can not lead to the conciusion that 
prevention ot coronary heart disease 
and coronary heart disease death can 
not be achieved, in tact, much ot the 
data from this thai are consistent with 
the results ot other coronary preven-
tion studies. Cilnicaiiy, ettorts to re-
duce biood pressure, modify diet tor 
the purpose ot lowering choiesteroi, 
and encourage smoking cessation re-
main good preventive medicai prac-
tices. 
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FORCED CAESAREANS: 
Should rights of the fetus override 
the rights of the mother? 
by George J . Annas, J.D., M.P.H. 
About tour years ago, tour Israeli 
obstetricians suggested that when 
women in labor refuse surgical inter-
vention recommended to save the lite 
ot ttieir fetuses, "it Is probably that the 
patient tiopes to be treed in this way 
ot an undesired pregnancy...because 
it is an unplanned pregnancy, the 
woman Is divorced or widowed, the 
pregnancy is an extramarital one, 
there are intieritance problems, etc." 
George J. Annas is an associate professor 
of iaw and medicine in the Schooi of Med-
icine's Department of Socio-Medicai Sci-
ences and Community Medicine, recentiy 
was named the Edward R. Utiey Professor 
of Heaith Law and is chief of the Heaith 
Law Section in the Schooi of Pubiic 
Heaith. "Legai Signs" is a continuing fea-
ture of Centerscope. 
(J.R. Leibman et ai., "Ttie Fetal Right 
to Live," Obstetrics and Gynecology 
53 [1979] 515). 
The view that women who refuse 
caesarean sections are in some way 
wiiituiiy abusing their fetuses seems 
prevalent and deeply held, at least by 
some male obstetricians and judges, it 
is retiected In the two recent cases In 
which Georgia and Colorado judges 
ordered women who were refusing 
surgical Interventions during labor to 
undergo them. This article reviews 
these cases, and argues that the iaw 
is and should remain that a pregnant 
woman has a right to refuse surgery 
recommended tor the sake ot her fe-
tus. 
The Georgia case. Jessie Mae Jet-
terson was due to deliver her child in 
about tour days when the hospital in 
which she wouid be attended sought a 
court order authorizing it to perform a 
caesarean section and any necessary 
biood transfusions should she refuse 
the procedures. She had previously 
notified the hospital that it was her re-
ligious beiiet that the Lord had healed 
her body and whatever happened to 
the child wouid be the Lord's will. 
At an emergency hearing conducted 
at the hospital, her examining physi-
cian testified that she had complete 
placenta previa with a 99-percent 
chance that her child wouid not sur-
vive vaginal delivery and a 50-percent 
chance that she wouid not survive it. 
On this basis, the court decided that 
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the "unborn child" merited legal pro-
tection and authorized the administra-
tion ot "aii medicai procedures 
deemed necessary by the attending 
physician to preserve the lite ot the 
defendant's unborn child." 
The next day in the same court, a 
pubiic agency petitioned tor temporary 
custody, alleging that the unborn child 
was "a deprived child without proper 
parental care" and sought an order re-
quiring the mother to submit to a cae-
sarean section. The odds that the un-
born child wouid die it a vaginal birth 
was attempted were put at 99 to 100 
percent by her physician. The court 
granted the petition on the basis that 
the "State has an interest in the lite ot 
this unborn, living human being and 
the intrusion involved is outweighed 
by the duty ot the state to protect a 
living, unborn human being from 
meeting his or her death before being 
given the opportunity to live." 
The parents immediately petitioned 
the Georgia Supreme Court to stay 
the order and, on the evening ot the 
day ot the hearing, that Court denied 
their motion, with a two-sentence con-
ciusory opinion, citing Roe v. Wade, 
Raleigh Fitkin, and Strunk v. Strunk 
as authority (Jefferson v. Griffin 
Spalding Co. Hospital Authority, 247 
CA. 86, 274 S.E. 2d 457 [1981]). A 
tew days later, Mrs. Jefferson un-
eventtuiiy delivered a healthy baby 
without surgical intervention. 
The Colorado case . The pregnant 
woman in the Colorado case was un-
married and had previously given birth 
to twins. She was described as obese, 
angry and uncooperative. An internal 
total heart monitor suggested total hy-
poxia and a caesarean section was 
recommended. Because ot the pa-
tient's tear ot surgery, she refused. 
Her mother, sister, and the father ot 
her child attempted unsuccessfuiiy to 
change her mind. A psychiatric con-
sultant concluded she was neither de-
iusionai nor mentally incompetent. 
The hospital administration was no-
tified and a decision was made to re-
quest court intervention. The hospital 
staff petitioned the juvenile court to 
find the unborn baby a dependent and 
neglected child and to order a caesar-
ean section to safeguard its lite. An 
emergency hearing was convened in 
the patient's room, toiiowing which the 
court granted the petition and ordered 
the surgery. The caesarean section 
was performed, resulting in a healthy 
child without compiication tor the 
mother. 
Since more than nine hours elapsed 
between the external total heart moni-
tor tracings that indicated distress 
(and six hours from internal tracings) 
and the delivery, the physician was 
surprised that the outcome was not 
poor. He indicated that the case "sim-
ply underscores the limitations ot con-
tinuous total heart monitoring as a 
means ot predicting neonatal out-
come" (W.A. Bowes, and B. Seiges-
tad, "Fetal versus Maternal Right: 
Medicai and Legai Perspectives," 
American Journal of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology 58 [1981], 209-14). 
Both cases hold that a woman can 
be torced to undergo a caesarean 
section it her physicians determine it 
necessary to safeguard the lite ot her 
fetus. These are remarkable rulings 
from geographicaiiy and poiiticaiiy di-
verse areas ot the country. But both 
were decided within hours after they 
were argued, without time tor signiti-
cant or thoughtful judicial considera-
tion, and neither court made any at-
tempt to analyze the rights ot the 
pregnant woman. At least three ques-
tions arise: What is the state ot the 
iaw? What should the role ot the judi-
ciary be in labor room disputes? What 
position should physicians and hospi-
tals take when contronted with a 
woman who refuses caesarean sec-
tion against medical advice? 
The state of the law. Both cases lack 
an analysis ot the precedents and 
place heavy and primary reliance 
upon Raleigh Fitkin and Roe v. Wade. 
The courts should at least have con-
sidered the severe limitations ot these 
two cases. Raleigh Fitkin involved a 
woman who was approximately eight 
months pregnant. Physicians believed 
that at some time before giving birth 
she wouid hemorrhage severely and 
she and her unborn child wouid die it 
she did not submit to biood transfu-
sions, which she refused because she 
was a Jehovah's Witness. The thai 
court upheld her refusal and the hos-
pital appealed to the New Jersey Su-
preme Court. In the meantime the 
woman had left the hospital, against 
medicai advice, and the case was 
moot. Nevertheless, the court pro-
ceeded to determine that the unborn 
child was "entitled to the law's protec-
tion" and that biood transfusions could 
be administered to the woman "it nec-
essary to save her lite or the lite ot 
her child, as the physician in charge 
at the time may determine" (Raleigh 
Fitkin-Paul Morgan Memorial Hospital 
V. Anderson, 201 A. 2d. 537, 538 N.J. 
[1964]). 
This opinion is ot limited preceden-
tial value tor several reasons. First, no 
one was torced to do anything as a 
result, i.e. no transfusion was actually 
performed, and no police were dis-
patched to apprehend the woman and 
return her to the hospital. Second, it 
was a one-page opinion with little pol-
icy discussion. Third, the extent ot 
bodily invasion involved in a biood 
transfusion is much less than that in-
volved in a caesarean, which is major 
abdominal surgery. And fourth, the 
case was decided eight years before 
the U.S. Supreme Court decision in 
Roe V. Wade and more than a decade 
before the same New Jersey court de-
cided the case ot Karen Ann Quinian. 
One question posed (and not yet re-
solved), tor example, is: Wouid the 
parents ot Karen Ann Quinian have 
been permitted to remove her from 
the respirator it she had been preg-
nant? 
The second case. Roe v. Wade, 
does stand tor the proposition that the 
state has a compelling interest in pre-
serving the lite ot viable fetuses. But it 
does not have such an interest it "the 
lite or heaith ot the mother" is endan-
gered by carrying the child to term. 
The question that needs to be dis-
cussed is the relevance ot the addi-
tional danger, physical or mental, to 
the mother ot undergoing a caesarean 
section where its purpose is to protect 
the heaith ot the fetus, in the Colo-
rado case, tor example. It was noted 
that excessively obese patients are 
"generally considered at increased risk 
ot anesthetic and surgical compiica-
tions." When do such increased risk 
factors outweigh the child's right to be 
born via caesarean? And what wouid 
happen it, despite a court order, the 
patient refused to submit to the cae-
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sarean? The physician in the Coio-
rado case cautions that "had the pa-
tient steadtastiy refused it might not 
have been either sate or possible to 
administer anesthesia to a struggling 
or resistant woman who weighed In 
excess ot 157.5 kg." Surely nothing in 
Roe V. Wade gives either judges, or 
physicians the right to favor the lite or 
heaith ot the fetus over that ot the 
pregnant woman. 
No mother has ever been legally re-
quired to undergo surgery (e.g., bone 
marrow or kidney transplant) or gen-
eral anesthesia to save the lite ot her 
dying child, it wouid be ironic, to say 
the least, it she could be torced to 
submit to more Invasive surgical pro-
cedures tor the sake ot her fetus than 
tor her child, it is premature to label 
the conclusions ot two quickly decided 
cases that lack any meaningful analy-
sis as "the iaw." 
Judges in the hospital. Judges are 
not terribly good at making emergency 
decisions. Perhaps the most famous 
example ot this weakness is the opin-
ion ot Judge Skeiiy Wright in the 
"Georgetown College case" (Applica-
tion ot the President and Directors ot 
Georgetown Coiiege, 331F. 2d 1000 
[1964]). That case involved an emer-
gency petition to permit biood transfu-
sions to a Jehovah's Witness to save 
her lite. A lower court judge refused to 
issue such an order, but Judge Wright 
did, less than an hour and a halt after 
he was approached by counsel tor the 
hospital. He went to the hospital and 
interviewed the woman and her hus-
band. The woman, a 25-year-oid with 
a seven-month-oid child, was "not in a 
mental condition to make a decision." 
Her husband also refused to allow the 
transfusions, but he said it wouid not 
be his responsibility it the judge or-
dered it. Because the judge believed 
that the woman's reasoning wouid be 
similar, he ordered the transfusions. 
The full bench ot the U.S. Circuit 
Court ot Appeals refused to review the 
case, but some ot the members dis-
sented from ttiis refusal, and noted 
their concerns (331 F. 2d 1010). 
Judge Miller, tor example, noted that 
"Judge Wright was impelled, i am 
sure, by humanitarian impulses and 
doubtless was himself under consider-
able strain....in the interval ot about an 
hour and 20 minutes between the ap-
pearance ot the attorney at his cham-
bers and the signing ot the order at 
the hospital, the judge had no oppor-
tunity tor research as to the substan-
tive legal problems and procedurai 
questions involved. He should not 
have been asked to act in these cir-
cumstances." Judge Warren Burger, 
now Chief Justice ot the U.S. Su-
preme Court, quoted Cardozo on judi-
cial restraint: 
The judge, even when he is tree, is 
stiii not wholly tree. He is not to in-
novate at pleasure. He Is not a 
knight-errant, roaming at will in pur-
suit ot his own ideal ot beauty or ot 
goodness. He is to draw his inspi-
ration from consecrated principles. 
He is not to yield to spasmodic 
sentiment, to vague and unregu-
lated benevoience. 
it is inappropriate tor judges to act 
impulsively, without benefit ot retiec-
tion on precedent and the likely im-
pact ot their opinions. Both the caesar-
ean section cases discussed in this 
article suffer from lack ot retiection. 
Obviously the delivery room is not 
conducive to such retiection, and 
judges probably do not belong there 
at aii in such circumstances. 
What should the law be? The iaw 
can take one ot two paths, neither 
completely satisfactory. The first is to 
toiiow the lead ot the Georgia and 
Colorado cases and require women to 
submit to caesarean sections to pro-
tect their fetuses when their physi-
cians deem It necessary. The prob-
lems with this approach are illustrated 
by these two cases. First, physician 
prediction ot total harm is not very ac-
curate, indeed, in both ot these cases, 
serious errors were made. In the first, 
a 99-percent certainty turned out to be 
wrong; the supposed 1-percent reality 
occurred. And in the Coiorado case, 
the total heart monitor signiticantiy 
overstated the amount ot damage to 
the fetus from delayed delivery. So 
permitting physicians to judge when 
fetuses are in danger may simply be 
giving them a license to perform cae-
sarean sections whenever they want 
to, without regard to the pregnant 
woman's desires. 
But suppose 100-percent accuracy. 
We may stiii want to permit women to 
refuse surgery, to protect their liberty 
as well as that ot aii competent adults. 
Practical considerations also support 
the woman over the fetus. Women 
may take matters into their own hands 
and choose not to deliver in hospitals. 
Other interventions to which they 
might consent will be unavailable at 
home, and an opportunity to try to 
change their minds will be lost. 
The question ot what to do with a 
woman who continues to refuse in the 
face ot a court order remains. Do we 
really want to restrain, forcibly medi-
cate and operate on a competent, re-
fusing adult? Such a procedure may 
be "legal," especiaiiy when viewed 
from the judicial perspective that the 
woman is irrational, hysterical and 
evil-minded; but it is certainly brutish 
and not what one generally associates 
with medicai care, it also encourages 
an adversarial relationship between 
the obstetrician and the patient, and 
gives the obstetrician a weapon to 
bully women whom he views as irra-
tional into submission. Attempts at va-
ginal deliveries after one birth by cae-
sarean section, tor example, may tail 
victim to such a rule, and it one can 
iawtuiiy torce surgery, one should cer-
tainly be able to restrain the liberty ot 
a woman tor the sake ot her fetus, 
e.g., by confining her during aii or part 
ot her pregnancy. It seems wrong to 
say that patients have the right to be 
wrong in aii cases except pregnancy, 
in that case, why should only doctors 
have the right to be wrong? 
The second alternative is to honor 
the rare case ot a woman's refusal. I 
assume this Is general practice at the 
vast majority ot hospitals In the coun-
try, and I believe it is the proper prac-
tice ethicaiiy and legally. This may 
seem caiious to the rights ot fetuses, 
since some fetuses that might be sal-
vaged may die or be born detective. 
This will be tragic, but it is likely to be 
rare, it Is the price society pays tor 
protecting the rights ot aii competent 
adults and tor preventing torcibie, 
physical vioiations ot women by coer-
cive obstetricians and judges. The 
choice between total heaith and ma-
ternal liberty is laced with moral and 
ethical dilemmas. The torce ot law will 
not make them go away. 
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John I. Sandson, M.D. Spencer N. FrankI, D.D.S. J. Scott Abercrombie Jr., M.D. 
Egdahl names BUMC deputy directors 
School of Medicine Dean John i. 
Sandson has been appointed deputy 
director tor medicai affairs at the Med-
icai Center and Goldman Schooi ot 
Graduate Dentistry Dean Spencer N. 
Franki has been named deputy direc-
tor tor dental affairs by BUMC Director 
Richard H. Egdahi, M.D. Egdahi also 
appointed University Hospital Presi-
dent J. Scott Abercrombie Jr., M.D., a 
ciinicai professor ot pathology and 
medicine at BUSM, deputy director tor 
hospital affairs. 
Egdahi said in a letter Informing 
Medicai Center otticiais ot the appoint-
ments that the three \wlii "continue to 
function in their day-to-day roles as 
Orientation program 
held for international 
students at GSGD 
international students entering the 
Coidman Schooi ot Graduate Den-
tistry received a concentrated intro-
duction to their new environment, as 
well as help with potential communi-
cation ditticuities, during a two-week 
orientation program held at the start ot 
the academic year. 
Approximately 35 students partici-
pated in this year's session, which 
was directed by Anthony Jong, 
D.D.S., a professor and chairman ot 
the Department ot Dental Pubiic 
Heaith. Lectures by faculty addressed 
such Issues as ethics in dentistry and 
the role ot the American Dental Soci-
the chief administrative otticers ot their 
respective institutions, in addition, i 
have asked each to take on a broader 
role ot concern tor the integrity ot the 
Medicai Center. 
"These appointments emphasize the 
continuing importance ot developing 
mutually satisfactory responses to the 
opportunities and chaiienges that con-
front aii ot the constituent members ot 
the Medical Center. The ditticuit finan-
cial situations with which the Hospital 
and the Schools must cope make 
such cooperation among our member 
institutions more imperative than 
ever," he said in the letter. 
ety. Sessions on preventive dentistry, 
pain management, and record-keeping 
policy helped students learn about the 
daily workings ot the Schooi. in addi-
tion, tours ot the Coidman Schooi and 
the Medicai Center were given. 
improving the students' ability to 
speak and write English proticientiy 
was the other major purpose ot the 
program. Verbal skills and dental ter-
minology were emphasized during 
sessions with Engiish-as-a-second-
ianguage (ESL) instructors. Students 
were also helped with such potential 
ditticuities as housing, bank accounts, 
scholarships, and driver's licenses, 
said Lynn Robinson, termer coordina-
tor ot the orientation program. 
BUMC grants 
top $36 million 
A total ot $36,460,824 in grants and 
contracts was awarded to researchers 
at Boston University Medicai Center in 
fiscal year 1981-82. This represents 
an increase ot about $3 miiilon from 
the previous tiscai year, according to 
a report issued by the University's Ot-
tice ot Sponsored Programs. 
The $36-miiiion figure represents 
about 68 percent ot aii funds awarded 
to the University In this period, in-
cluded In the Medicai Center figures 
are nine Heaith Poiicy institute grants 
totaling $7,470,886. 
in the previous tiscai year, awards 
tor $33,250,813 were granted to the 
Medicai Center, representing about 58 
percent ot the total grant and contract 
activity tor the University, according to 
the report. 
Clinical Research 
Center Is awarded 
5-year renewal grant 
A five-year competitive renewal 
grant tor 1983-1988 has been 
awarded to Boston University's 14-
year-oid General Ciinicai Research 
Center from the Division ot Resources 
at the National institutes ot Heaith, ac-
cording to Judith L. Vaitukaitis, M.D., 
a professor ot medicine and physiol-
ogy and program director. 
The facility is located in the Thorn-
dike Memorial Laboratory at Boston 
City Hospital and is available tor use 
by aii BUSM faculty members, it cur-
rently serves as an adjunctive Inpa-
tient ciinicai research facility tor ongo-
ing research ot amyloidosis, hyper-
tension, malabsorption, nephrology, 
reproductive neuroendocrlnoiogy, 
mineraiocortlcoid disorders, neurologic 
disorders and studies ot organic sex-
ual dysfunction. 
The Center Is staffed with a re-
search dietician and metabolic 
kitchen, and specially trained nursing 
and paramedical personnel. A sateiiite 
ot the unit is planned to support sev-
eral beds in the current Metabolic Unit 
on Evans 8 at University Hospital. 
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Centers building 
nears completion 
Construction work on the new Centers for 
Advancement in Health and Medicine and 
the Instructional Building annex is steadily 
progressing. The steei skeleton of the bridge 
connecting the two structures, the first 
physical link between BUMC and Boston 
City Hospital, was put into place in April. The 
structures should be completed this summer 
and BUSM Dean Sandson has announced 
that a formal dedication wiii be held in 
October. The Centers building, being 
converted from the old BCH Outpatient 
Building located adjacent to the instructional 
Building on East Concord Street (on left of 
bridge in above photo) will provide space 
for five research centers. The three-story 
annex, being constructed on the Harrison 
Avenue side of the Instructional Building (on 
right of bridge in above photo), will house 
several offices and aiiow for expansion of 
the School's dining area. 
9 
Dean Sandson points out site of new Sidney R. Cooperband Tumor immunology Labora-
tory to donors Clifford and Phyilis Seresky. 
Sereskys donate 
research lab In honor 
of Sidney Cooperband 
Clifford and Phyllis Seresky of Can-
ton, Mass., have made a major gift to 
BUSM tor a tumor immunology labo-
ratory In the Hubert H. Humphrey 
Cancer Research Center within the 
Schooi's new Centers tor Advance-
ment in Heaith and Medicine. The lab-
oratory is to be named in memory ot 
the late Sidney R. Cooperband, M.D., 
first director ot the Cancer Research 
Center and brother-in-law ot Mr. and 
Mrs. Seresky. 
Mr. Seresky, executive vice presi-
dent and treasurer ot Ariey Merchan-
dise Corp., Is active in many commu-
nity organizations. He is past 
chairman ot the Canton Schooi Build-
ing Committee and past president ot 
Temple Beth Abraham and was a 
member ot the Canton Finance Com-
mittee. Seresky currently Is on the 
board ot trustees ot Temple Beth 
Abraham and ot the Combined Jewish 
Philanthropies ot Greater Boston. Mrs. 
Seresky also participates in commu-
nity activities. She is on the board ot 
directors ot the Brockton Art Museum 
and the Women's Division ot the 
Combined Jewish Philanthropies. 
The Centers building wiii provide 
the first home tor the Schooi's Hubert 
H. Humphrey Cancer Research Cen-
ter and wiii provide space to unity the 
Schooi's Pulmonary Center, it also wiii 
create space tor the growth ot the 
BUSM Multipurpose Arthritis Center 
and wiii aiiow the Department ot Bio-
chemistry, currently the largest single 
research group in the Schooi, to con-
solidate and Increase its ettectiveness. 
Fund established 
to honor Gorman 
Coiieagues ot Anthony Gorman, 
Ph.D., a BUSM professor ot physiol-
ogy who died recentiy ot a heart ail-
ment at age 50, have set up an en-
dowment fund in his memory. 
Proceeds to the A.L.F. Gorman 
Physiology Prize Fund wiii be used to 
award an annual prize to the best stu-
dent in physiology at BUSM. 
in a letter to the BUSM community, 
fund organizers said Gorman's death 
came "at a time ot his greatest scien-
titic productivity, in addition to having 
lost a great friend, we wiii miss his 
caretui and imaginative contributions 
to physiology. We believe that this 
fund is a fitting honor to Tony's mem-
ory." 
Contributions to the Fund may be 
sent to the Department ot Physiology, 
Boston University Schooi ot Medicine, 
80 East Concord St., Boston, MA 
02118. 
Team finds hormone 
constricts arteries 
during exercise 
A team ot researchers from the 
Schooi ot Medicine and Massachu-
setts General Hospital have found that 
production ot the hormone thrombox-
ane B greatly increases during exer-
cise and can cause constriction ot ar-
teries in the lung, leading to higher 
biood pressure and increased strain 
on the right ventricle ot the heart. 
The research was reported in the 
British journal Lancet by a team 
from the BUSM Thoracic Services and 
MGH's Prostaglandin Laboratory. 
A group ot nine healthy volunteers 
exercised on a treadmill until they 
reached the "anaerobic threshold," 
where muscle demand tor oxygen ex-
ceeds the biood oxygen supply and 
the muscles produce lactic acid. At 
that point, the level ot thromboxane B 
in the biood doubled and after exer-
cise, it doubled again. 
Lung disease patients' reaction. A 
second group ot nine patients with se-
vere lung disease scarring also was 
studied. As they exercised, their biood 
oxygen level toil and their thrombox-
ane B ieveis also doubled. However, 
unlike the first group, these patients 
began producing the hormone as 
soon as they began exercising. 
"We aren't sure why these two 
groups are producing this hormone, 
how it is affecting the lung arteries 
during exercise, and whether other 
hormones normally produced might 
counteract its effect," said Clifford 
Risk, M.D., Ph.D., a pulmonary toiiow 
at Thoracic Services and principal in-
vestigator ot the study. "Further stud-
ies being conducted in this coiiabora-
tive ettort may answer these questions 
in several months. For people with se-
vere lung disease, new medicines 
being developed that block the pro-
duction ot thromboxane B may relieve 
the high biood pressure In the lung 
and aiiow the heart to pump more et-
tectlvely." Risk said. 
The other members ot the research 
team were Bartholomew Woods, M.D., 
ot Thoracic Services, and MIchaei Rie, 
M.D., Myron Peterson, M.D., Ph.D., 
Daniei Kong, B.A., and W.D. Watkins, 
M.D., Ph.D., from MGH. 
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BUSM study finds 
marijuana adversely 
affects fetal growth 
A team ot BUSM researctiers 
tieaded by Joel J. Alport, M.D., cfiair-
man and professor ot ttie Department 
ot Pediatrics, tias reported ttiat mari-
juana usage and an untieaittiy mater-
nal lifestyle may adversely affect total 
growtti and development. 
Featured in recent issues ot Pediat-
rics and Medical World News, the 
study was presented by co-investiga-
tor Ralph Hingson, Sc.D., an associ-
ate protessor ot socio-medicai sci-
ences and community medicine, at an 
Aicohoi, Drug Abuse and Mental 
Heaith Administration Science Press 
Seminar in Washington, D.C. 
First to cite link In humans. The 
study is the first involving humans that 
links maternal marijuana use to lower 
infant birth weight and other factors 
previously associated with Fetal Aico-
hoi Syndrome. The researchers found 
that women who smoked marijuana 
three or more times a week delivered 
infants who averaged about five 
ounces less than infants ot non-smok-
ers. Women who smoke one or more 
packs ot cigarettes per day delivered 
infants who averaged 83 grams 
smaller than infants ot non-smokers. 
"it appears that a maternal litestyle 
which combines poor nutrition, ciga-
rette smoking, drinking and marijuana 
use poses a higher risk for adverse 
pregnancy outcomes," said Hingson. 
The study was conducted at Boston 
City Hospital and invoived 1,609 
mother/child pairs. Funding was sup-
plied by the National institute on Aico-
hoi Abuse and Alcoholism. 
Other investigators in the study 
were: Nancy Day, Ph.D., an assistant 
protessor of socio-medicai sciences 
and community medicine and pubiic 
heaith; Elizabeth Dooiing, M.D., a for-
mer associate professor of pediatrics 
and neurology; Herbert Kayne, Ph.D., 
an associate professor of physioiogy 
and biometrics; Suzette Moreiock, 
Ed.M., a statistical coordinator at the 
Schooi of Pubiic Heaith; Edgar Op-
penheimer, M.D., an assistant profes-
sor ot pediatrics and neurology; and 
Barry Zuckerman, M.D., an assistant 
protessor ot pediatrics. 
Leonard D. Osier. M.D. 
He was 'Mr. Chips' 
to 2,000 School 
of Medicine graduates 
{The following tribute, which ap-
peared in the October 1982 issue of 
Neurology, was written by Charles A. 
Kane, M.D., a friend and colleague of 
Osier. The two met when Osier ac-
cepted an Invitation to come to the 
School of Medicine, where Kane was 
director and professor of the Depart-
ment of Neurology and advisor to Al-
pha Omega Alpha.—Editor) 
He wouid probably have been em-
barrassed to consider the possibility ot 
his resemblance to the legendary "Mr. 
Chips," but one ot American medi-
cine's great teachers, Leonard D. 
(Ben) Osier, M.D., was so regarded 
by over 2,000 graduates from Boston 
University Schooi ot Medicine be-
tween 1955 and 1975. 
Death came quietly to Dr. Osier at 
his ancient (1171 A.D.) family home in 
Cornwall, England, on Nov. 28, 1981, 
after a lingering Illness. 
An invitation from Boston. A gradu-
ate ot Cambridge University Medicai 
Schooi, he taught in a private boys' 
schooi In South Africa before entering 
medicine. He served in the Royal 
Navy In World War li and was senior 
registrar at St. Thomas Hospital, Lon-
don, before he accepted our invitation 
to come to BUSM in the spring ot 
1955 as an instructor In neurology. 
Permitted to take only a limited sum 
ot money from England, he booked 
passage on a freighter that took two 
weeks to cross the Atlantic. He arrived 
in mid-Aprii in the midst of one ot 
Boston's "late-season" snowstorms. 
His keen sense of humor was tickled 
when he was solicited tor a contribu-
tion to Harvard Medical School almost 
before the Ink dried on the letter an-
nouncing his joint appointment on the 
neurological service at Boston City 
Hospital. 
Over the years, he took an active 
part in teaching neuropathology and 
clinical neurology at BUSM and Bos-
ton City Hospital. Before long, the 
brightest students in those early 
classes recognized his unique teach-
ing talents and elected him an "honor-
ary faculty member" of Alpha Omega 
Alpha Society. A perfectionist in 
everything he undertook, he wrote 
only one medical article as long as i 
knew him, but that one made the Wew 
England Journal of Medicine as the 
lead article. (Osier L.D., Sidell A.D. 
"The Guiiiain-Barre syndrome: The 
need tor exact diagnostic criteria." N 
Engl J Med 262: 964-9, 1960). in 
1964, he was appointed assistant 
dean ot students at BUSM, a position 
he tilled with zeal and energy, giving 
unstlntingiy of his time to his "young 
men and women" tor over a decade. 
Retires to Cornwall home. Plagued 
by attacks ot Meniere disease and In-
creasing deafness, he retired to his 
charming home In the little town ot 
Cratthoie. Torpoint, Cornwall, Eng-
land, not long after he was promoted 
to protessor ot neurology in 1971. 
in these days ot CT, PET, and 
NMR, it is fitting to stop—tor a mo-
ment—and pay quiet tribute to a truly 
great bedside neurologist, a great 
teacher, counselor and physician. 
Never married, Ben Osier may truth-
fully be said—like "Mr. Chips"—to 
have left behind many hundreds ot 
appreciative medicai students on 
whose professional lives he was a 
positive intiuence. 




on CT-scan risks 
faced by chiidren 
A recent study by ttie Drug Epide-
miology Unit ot ttie Schooi ot Pubiic 
Heaith tias stiown that the use ot va-
ginal spermicides by women does not 
Increase the overaii risk ot serious 
birth detects In their chiidren. Pub-
lished in a recent Journal of tfie Amer-
ican Medical Association, the study 
contradicts previous findings in the 
field ot study. 
in light ot the contiicting results, the 
National institute ot Child Heaith and 
Human Development has awarded a 
$1.4-miiiion contract to the DEU to 
study further the question ot whether 
spermicides cause adverse pregnancy 
outcomes. 
Data on 52,282 women, in their origi-
nal study, DEU researchers analyzed 
data on 52,282 pregnant women who 
had been using vaginal spermicides 
as a means ot birth control when they 
became pregnant. Researchers found 
the overaii rate ot major malformation 
in the chiidren ot these women was 
similar to the rate in chiidren not ex-
posed to spermicides. The report, 
written by Samuel Shapiro, M.B., 
F.R.C.P. (E), and the late Dennis 
Sione, M.D., research protessors ot 
epidemiology and co-directors ot the 
DEU, and Oiii P. Heinonen, M.D., 
M.Sc., also said that larger numbers 
ot chiidren need to be studied to in-
sure the accuracy ot the results. 
With the new contract, which was 
awarded after the NiH reviewed a 
highly competitive field ot applicants, 
DEU researchers will conduct a tour-
year study designed to provide more 
definitive data than previous ettorts in 
the area, said Alien A. Mitcheii, M.D., 
associate director ot the DEU and 
principal investigator ot the study. 
"Together with our coiieagues at 
Columbia University and the Univer-
sity ot Iowa (where subcontracts have 
been awarded), we wiii be studying 
congenital maitormatlons, chromo-
somai anomalies that are identified by 
amniocentesis, and spontaneous 
abortions," said Mitcheii. He added 
that the study is designed to evaluate 
a large number ot such methodoiogic 
issues as the effect ot ditterences in 
mothers' recaii ot drugs taken. This 
type ot recaii "bias" may depend on 
whether a mother has a normal or 
malformed infant, he said. 
CT-scan study. Another DEU study 
that also appeared In a recent issue ot 
JAMA showed that the use ot premed-
ication drugs in chiidren who are 
about to undergo computerized tomo-
graphic (CT) scanning can have lite-
threatening side ettects. in this study, 
a group ot 106 chiidren hospitalized at 
Children's Hospital Medicai Center in 
Boston were monitored between 1974 
and 1980 tor adverse reaction to CT-
scan premedication. Ot this group, 13 
had unintended or undesired reac-
tions, ranging in severity from mild to 
lite-threatening. No fatalities or evident 
iongterm ettects were found in any ot 
these cases. 
The study suggests that tor a child 
who receives a high dose ot premedi-
cation drugs or multiple drugs, the risk 
ot adverse reactions increases by as 
much as three to five times, in their 
report, the researchers stress the 
need tor further studies on the sub-
ject, investigators in this study in-
cluded Mitcheii, Sione, Shapiro and 
Carol Louik, M.Sc, an epidemiologist. 
BUSM professors 
write special 
Issue on stress 
Three members of BUSM's Division 
ot Psychiatry co-authored "Stress: 
What Can Be Done? A Guide to Re-
ducing the Strain Caused by Misman-
aged Stress," which was featured in 
the December 1982 issue ot Bostonia 
Magazine, a Boston University Aiumni 
House pubiicatlon. 
Santord i. Cohen, M.D., a protessor 
and chairman ot the Division ot Psy-
chiatry, Lyie H. Miller, Ph.D., a protes-
sor ot psychiatry (psychology) and 
chairman ot the Department ot Biobe-
haviorai Sciences, and Robert N. 
Ross, Ph.D., an adjunct assistant pro-
tessor ot psychiatry (linguistics), are 
the contributing writers ot this in-depth 
study ot stress. 
The 80-page guide, which has re-
ceived much positive attention nation-
aiiy, is based on information obtained 
in research conducted at BUMC. 
Presents stress audit. The guide ex-
plains how stress symptoms alert peo-
ple that their mental or physical sys-
tems are being strained. The guide 
also explores the various sources ot 
stress and explains the way human 
nervous and endocrine systems re-
spond, it presents a stress audit ques-
tionnaire to help measure the ieveis ot 
stress people face daily and to identity 
how bodies react to stress. 
in addition, the guide describes sev-
eral successtui programs tor controi-
iing stress and ways to Identity stres-
sors that can be avoided or modified. 
Copies ot "Stress: What Can Be 
Done? A Guide to Reducing the Strain 
Caused by Mismanaged Stress" are 
available tor $2 apiece by writing Bos-





The validity ot death certiticate data 
has been brought under close scrutiny 
as a result ot a recent study ot stroke 
epidemiology, according to Lee i. Cor-
win, M.D., a teaching fellow in the De-
partment ot Neuroiogy at BUSM and a 
staff neurologist at University Hospital. 
Gorwin presented a paper on the 
subject in New Orleans at the Seventh 
international Joint Conterence on 
Stroke and Cerebral Gircuiation. The 
paper was the product ot a study 
done by Gorwin and Philip A. Woit, 
M.D., a protessor ot neuroiogy, and 
William B. Kannei, M.D., chief ot the 
Section ot Preventive Medicine and 
Epidemiology at UH and a protessor 
ot medicine at BUSM. 
in the study, data coiiected from 
death certiticates were compared with 
data from the 32-year Framingham 
Study. The Framingham study pro-
vided evidence regarding stroke-re-
lated deaths among its original cohort 
members. The 22-percent false posi-
tive rate and 40-percent false negative 
rate in death certiticate diagnoses ot 
cause ot death discovered by the 
study raised doubts ot the validity ot 
stroke studies dependent on data from 
death certiticates. 
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William C. Boyd, Ph.D. 
William C. Boyd, 
research pioneer, 
dies at age 79 
William C. Boyd, Ph.D., a pioneer in 
biood research who traced the lineage 
ot Egyptian pharoahs and who was 
BUSM's tirst protessor ot immuno-
chemistry, died Feb. 19 in Falmouth, 
Mass., at age 79. 
in 1945, Boyd discovered a group 
ot plant proteins, which he named lec-
tins, that exhibited many ot the prop-
erties ot antibodies used In biood typ-
ing. His discovery led to the detection 
ot several new biood types and the 
turther subdivision ot those already 
known. 
Boyd's biood research was some ot 
the earliest work in the tieid ot immu-
nology. "He defined a tieid and edu-
cated a generation ot immunoiogists," 
said F. Marott Sinex, Ph.D., a protes-
sor ot biochemistry who worked with 
Boyd In BUSM's Department ot Bio-
chemistry. 
"He made contributions in important 
aspects ot biood research that gained 
him worldwide recognition," said Dean 
Sandson. 
Boyd's work demonstrated that a 
person's biood type is Inherited and 
cannot be altered by environment. As 
a result, he was able to trace prehis-
toric patterns ot human migration. 
Boyd also checked the true lineage ot 
Egyptian pharoahs through biood typ-
ing tests on scores ot 5,000-year-oid 
mummies. 
Wrote immunology textbook. An ac-
compiished writer, Boyd pubiished ap-
proximately 300 scientific papers and 
several books, including "Fundamen-
tals ot immunology," the tirst standard 
textbook on immunology. With noted 
science tiction author Isaac Asimov, 
Ph.D., a BUSM protessor ot biochem-
istry, Boyd wrote "Races and People" 
in 1955. He was a past president ot 
the American Association ot immunoi-
ogists and a member ot several other 
protesslonai organizations. 
Boyd received his bachelor's and 
master's degrees from Harvard and 
his Ph.D. in chemistry from Boston 
University in 1930. He joined BUSM's 
faculty as a protessor ot biochemistry 
and in 1948 was named the Schooi's 
first protessor ot immunochemistry. He 
remained at BUSM until his retirement 
in 1968, serving as chairman ot the 
Department ot Biochemistry from 1955 
to 1956. 
Born in Dearborn, Mo., Boyd leaves 
his second wife, Cassandra Girard, 
and a daughter, Sylvia L. Boyd ot 
Watertown, Mass. 
BUMC offers expanded 
shuttle bus service 
to the Medical Center 
To make transportation to Boston 
University Medicai Center more con-
venient and etticient tor patients, visi-
tors, employees and students, the 
Medicai Center's shuttle bus service 
to Broadway Station on the MBTA 
Red Line has been expanded to run 
weekdays tour times an hour aii day, 
from 6:30 a.m. to 6:45 p.m., weather 
and trattic permitting. 
Between the hours ot 6:30 a.m. and 
9:15 a.m. and from 4 p.m. to 6:45 
p.m., the shuttle bus wiii stop at the 
main entrance to University Hospital, 
at the Goldman Schooi and at the Tal-
bot Building. At other times, the bus 
wiii stop only in front ot the H Building 
at 70 East Newton St. 
in addition to its scheduled stop at 
Broadway Station in South Boston, 
the bus wiii stop upon request at 
Dover Station on the Orange Line and 
at the entrance to Parking Lot C when 
the G-Lot shuttle bus is not in opera-
tion. 
Shuttle bus ticket prices remain at 
$2 tor 10 tickets and are avaiiabie at 
the Cashier's Ottice in Vose Hail at 
UH. Tickets also may be purchased 
on the bus tor a cash tare ot 25 cents 
per ride. 
The BUMC Plant Services Depart-
ment wiii evaluate the new program 
after six months to see how often and 
when it is being used. The Depart-
ment then wiii recommend to the 
Medicai Center Executive Committee 
that the day-long service be contin-
ued, modified or discontinued. 
Jacqueline Perry, one of 136 fourth-year BUSM students who participated in Matching Day, 
was interviewed by a WBZ-TV Channel 4 reporter during the event, in the 1983 National 
Internship Residency Program held in March, 74 BUSM students received their first choice 
of residency piacements. Another 18 were matched with their second choice, 13 with their 
third choice and six with their fourth choice. Fifty-two BUSM students wiii serve their 
internships in Massachusetts hospitais, and 35 of these wiii work in BUSM-affiiiated 
hospitais. 
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Laurence M. Corwin, Ph.D. 
BUSM cancer expert 
Laurence M. Corwin 
dies at age 53 
More than 200 relatives, triends and 
coiieagues attended a memoriai ser-
vice tor Laurence M. Ccrwin, Ph.D., 
held at Boston University's Charles 
River Campus Feb. 21 . Corwin, 53, a 
BUSM protessor ct micrcbicicgy and 
nutrlticnai sciences since 1973 and an 
authority on vitamin E, died ot lym-
phoma Feb. 19 in Boston. 
A BUSM tacuity member since 
1967, Corwin had been invoived in 
several cancer research projects. At 
the time ot his death, he was working 
on a study ot the ettect ot nutrition on 
the immune system under grants trom 
the National institutes ot Heaith, the 
U.S. Department ot Aghcuiture and 
Hottmann-LaRoche. 
"Dr. Corwin wiii be very much 
missed by aii ot us. His commitment 
to teaching and to students was com-
mendable. He has served as a model 
that others wiii try to emulate tor years 
to come," said Dean Sandson. 
An outstanding teacher. Paul H. 
Black, M.D., chairman ot the Depart-
ment ot Microbioiogy and director ot 
the Hubert H. Humphrey Cancer Re-
search Center ct which Ccrwin was a 
member, described Corwin as "an In-
credible teacher who was so inter-
ested in the weitare ot his students 
that he wouid spend endless hours 
advising them." 
Corwin received his Ph.D. in 1956 
trom Wayne State University in De-
troit. He joined the BUSM tacuity as 
an associate protessor ot microbioiogy 
in 1967 and was named a tuii protes-
sor in 1973. A graduate student advi-
sor tor many years, Corwin also was 
active in numerous BUSM curriculum 
activities. 
Corwin wrote or co-authored more 
than 40 scientitic articles and was a 
member ot several protesslonai orga-
nizations, including the American So-
ciety ot Microbiologists. He extensively 
studied the properties ot vitamin E 
and spoke on the subject at many in-
ternationai conterences, including a 
recent conterence ot science writers 
convened by the American Cancer 
Society. 
He leaves his wite, Marion, ot New-
ton, Mass.; two daughters, Nina ot 
Chicago and Amy Wcite ot Paris, 
France; and a son, David ot Newton, 
a student at Coiumbia University. Do-
nations in his memory may be sent to 
the Laurence M. Corwin Memoriai 
Fund at the BUSM Development Ot-
tice, 80 East Concord St., Boston, MA 
02118. 
Annas receives 
E.R. Utiey chair 
George J. Annas, J.D., M.P.H., has 
been appointed the Edward R. Utiey 
Protessor ot Heaith Law. Annas, an 
associate protessor ot iaw and medi-
cine and chiet ot the Heaith Law Sec-
tion in the Schooi ot Pubiic Heaith, 
has pubiished many articles on heaith 
iaw issues. 
The protessorship previously was 
held by William Gurran, J.D., LL.M., 
M.S.Hyg., who iett BUMC in 1966. 
The Edward R. Utiey chair was estab-
lished trom tunds donated by Edward 
and James Utiey. Edward, a lawyer, 
established the chair ot legal medi-
cine; the James Utiey Protessor ot 
Surgery chair was established in 
honor ot his father, who taught sur-
gery at BUSM. Lester F, Wliiiams Jr., 
chiet ot surgery, currently holds that 
chair. 
Four BUSM students, left to right, Scott Lutch '84; Bob Rosenberg '86; Dave Fahey '86, 
and Eric Grigsby '84, supporters of the University Hospital-based Massachusetts Com-
mittee to Combat Huntington's Disease, were top shooters in the organization's recent 
BUMC "Hoop-a-thon," a basketball free-throw contest held in March to raise money for 
the Committee. The four shot a total of 930 baskets at the event, which was held in the 
Solomon Carter Fuiier Mental Heaith Center gymnasium. 
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Faculty members 
publish new books 
Cell Analysis, a book edited by Ni-
ctioias Catsimpooias, Pti.D., a re-
search protessor ot biochemistry and 
biobeiiaviorai sciences, and Hand-
book of Clinical Psycfioblology and 
Patfiology, written by Santord i. 
Coiien, M.D., protessor and ctiairman 
ot ttie Division ot Psychiatry, and Rob-
ert N. Ross, Ph.D., an adjunct assis-
tant protessor ot psychiatry (linguis-
tics), recently were pubiished. 
Cell Analysis, pubiished by the 
Plenum Publishing Corp., Is the tirst in 
a series ot books, in it, Catsimpooias 
reviews new and sophisticated meth-
ods ot ceil analysis, Inciuding biophys-
Icai methods and instrumentation tor 
bioiogicai ceil analysis. 
Cohen and Ross' two-voiume hand-
book covers psychoioglcai distur-
bances and mental heaith problems 
that are based in the physioiogicai 
and chemicai mechanisms ot the 
brain, it integrates current knowledge 
ot brain function with the diagnosis 
and treatment ot psychopathoiogicai 
and nervous disorders without ignor-
ing ciinicai psychological theories, it 
was pubiished by Hemisphere/Mc-
Graw Hiii. 
Prevention Center 
opens at GSGD 
The Goldman Schooi ot Graduate 
Dentistry Prevention Center, an alter-
native treatment option tor patients re-
quiring only simple operative and pre-
ventive care, otticiaiiy opened in 
September. The Prevention Center 
provides services tor new, recaii and 
special-needs patients In an environ-
ment similar to that ot a private dental 
ottice. 
Replacing the tederaiiy funded 
Training in Expanded Auxiliary Man-
agement (TEAM) program, the Center 
was staffed during its tirst months by 
the members ot Beta Epsiion, GSGD's 
chapter ot the dental fraternity Alpha 
Cmega, which helped initiate the pro-
gram. Work at the tacliity became 
mandatory tor aii juniors and an elec-
tive tor seniors when the Center be-
gan operating tuii-time in January. 
Helps in decision-making. "It's 
sometimes hard tor students to get a 
sense ot what it's like to be a dentist 
In a real practice," said Madaiyn 
Mann, an assistant protessor ot dental 
pubiic heaith and director ot the re-
centiy-estabiished Prevention Center. 
"Experience at a tacliity like the Cen-
ter helps students iearn to make cer-
tain decisions on their own." 
Although aii ot their work is checked 
by tacuity members, students must 
make decisions about time manage-
ment and scheduling. Senior and ju-
nior students work together like part-
ners in a private firm, discussing 
cases and planning treatment strate-
gies. "We want a place where patients 
can receive regular preventive care in 
a relaxed atmosphere," Mann said. 
She estimates that five to seven pa-
tients per day are treated by each stu-
dent, and is optimistic about the fu-
ture. 
Surgery professor 
Maurice Costin dies; 
served on FUH staff 
Maurice Costin, M.D., an assistant 
ciinicai protessor ot surgery and a 
staff member at Framingham (Mass.) 
Union Hospital tor 35 years, died re-
centiy at the age ot 64. A New Hamp-
shire native, Costin was a member ot 
several protesslonai organizations and 
was invoived in community heaith-
care activities. 
He is survived by his wite, Jeanne 
(Gauthier); his chiidren: Maurice Jr., 
Michael, Patrick, Saiiy, and Susan 
Costin Adams; a sister, Patricia Costin 
Jones; and a brother, Paul. Donations 
in his memory may be sent to the 
Boston University-Framingham Heart 
Study, 118 Lrncoin Street, Fra-
mingham, MA, 01701. 
• 
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Marc E. Weksler, M.D., the Wright Professor of Medicine at New York Hospital of Cornell 
University Medical Center, center, is pictured with R. Knight Steei, M.D., ieft, and Dean 
Sandson. Steei is an associate professor of medicine at BUSM and is chief of the Geria-
tric Section and director of Home Medical Service at University Hospital. 
Weksler serves as Faulkner Professor 
Marc E. Weksler, M.D., the Wright 
Protessor ot Medicine at New York 
Hospital ot Corneii University Medicai 
Center, recentiy spoke at BUMC as 
the tirst Dr. James M. Faulkner Visit-
ing Protessor in Geriatric Medicine. 
His topic was "immunology and Ag-
ing." 
The visiting protessorship, which wiii 
be bestowed annually, is made possi-
ble by tunds donated by BUSM's 
Class ot '54, as part ot their 25th Re-
union Gift, and trom tunds donated by 
family and triends ot former BUSM 
Dean James M. Faulkner. 
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Mrs. Jacob J. Wiener, left, whose daughter llona is a member of the Class of 1986, talks 
with Parents Committee Chairperson Paul Rothbaum during a recent reception for par-
ents and alumni at l-ake Success Golf Club in Great Neck, N.Y. 
Parents Committee holds two events 
Dean Sandson and William McNary 
Jr., Ph.D., associate dean tor student 
attairs, Were the speciai guests at a 
Nov. 14 reception tor parents and 
aiumni held at Lake Success Goit 
Club in Great Neck, N.Y. 
About 130 people attended the 
event, which was hosted by Parents 
Committee chairpersons Jean and 
Paul Rothbaum. Dean Sandson gave 
an update on Schooi ot Medicine ac-
tivities and McNary spoke on "Analy-
sis ot a Medicai Student: Adjusting to 
Wotiz is appointed 
to HHH Center post 
Herbert Wotiz, Ph.D., has been ap-
pointed deputy director and research 
coordinator ot the Hubert H. Hum-
phrey Cancer Research Center. 
Wotiz, a protessor ot biochemistry and 
research protessor ot urology at 
BUSM, has been at the Schooi since 
1950. 
As research coordinator, his duties 
include coordinating the ongoing work 
in the ditterent labs at the Center and 
overseeing the scientitic aspects ot 
the Center's appilcation tor a core 
grant trom the National Cancer Insti-
tute. 
the 1980s." 
The Rothbaums also hosted a 
dinner and rattle benetit tor the 
Schooi's Hubert H. Humphrey Cancer 
Research Center. About 80 people, 
inciuding Dean Sandson and Paul H. 
Black, M.D., director ot the Cancer 
Center, attended the event, which was 
also held at Lake Success Goit Club. 
Black spoke on "Cancer and the Mind: 
is Stress a Factor in the Development 
ot Cancer?." 
Reagan names Jako 
to Cancer Board 
Geza J. Jako, M.D., a research pro-
tessor ot otoiaryngoiogy, recentiy was 
named by President Reagan to a six-
year term on the National Cancer Ad-
visory Board. 
The Board, which meets quarterly, 
reviews grant proposals relating to 
cancer research and assists the direc-
tor ot the National Cancer institute in 
matters concerning the National Can-
cer Program. The Board is made up 
ot government otticiais and leading 
authorities in the study, diagnosis or 
treatment ot cancer. Jake's term wiii 
run through 1988. 
Cochin named 
IRB chairman 
Joseph Cochin, M.D., Ph.D., a 
BUSM protessor ot pharmacology and 
psychiatry, has been appointed chair-
man ot the Medicai Center's institu-
tional Review Board, ettective Jan. 1. 
Announcement ot the appointment 
was made by Medicai Center Director 
Richard H. Egdahi, M.D. 
Cochin succeeds Michael Klein, 
M.D., an associate protessor ot medi-
cine and physician coordinator ot Uni-
versity Hospital's Coronary Care Unit. 
Klein had chaired the IRB since July 
1978. in announcing the new appoint-
ment, Egdahi paid tribute to Klein's 
leadership ot the board, citing his 
"yeoman's work" in chairing an impor-
tant committee tor such a long period. 
On behait ot the Schoois ot Medi-
cine and Graduate Dentrlstry and ot 
University Hospital, the 27-member 
IRB screens the protocols ot proposed 
research that involves human sub-
jects. The board Is composed ot rep-
resentatives ot the three institutions as 
well as ot the community. 
The Bridge' honors 
GSGD volunteers 
The Bridge Over Troubled Waters, 
a Boston organization that aids trou-
bled youths, presented awards to 
Goldman Schooi ot Graduate Den-
tistry tacuity member Richard A. Whit-
man, D.M.D., an assistant ciinicai pro-
tessor ot oral and maxiiiotaciai 
surgery, and Jason Rosenteid, a ju-
nior D.M.D. student, at a reception tor 
volunteers recentiy held in Boston City 
Gouncii Chambers. 
Whitman and Rosenteid, volunteers 
tor Bridge's dental service, received 
citations ot recognition tor their work. 
Rosenteid was the only student ot 
Boston's three dental schoois so hon-
ored. The citations commended the 
volunteers tor the "preservation ot the 
spirit ot humanitarianism, compassion 
and service to young peopie." 
The Bridge Over Troubled Waters 
provides medicai and dental care, ed-
ucation, counseling and employment 
services tor over 3,000 young peopie 
annually. 
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BUSM students perform 
in variety show 
Skit Nite, a variety stiow put on by BUSM 
students, was field April 15 in Keefer 
Auditorium at University Hospital. Above ieft, 
Joshua Feder '86 sings, and to his right, 
BUSM students do the can-can. Bottom ieft, 
the dancing team of Robert G. Spiawn '86 
and Janet Norman, sister of Nancy Norman 
'86, perform, and to their right Elissa Sanders 
'85 performs her monoiogue. Bottom right, 
Steve Tarpy '86, left, Carole A. Freeland '86, 
center, and Kuldip K. Vaid '86, right, share 
a laugh on-stage. 
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Equipment donated to BUSM by Aid for Cancer Researcii recentiy was dedicated to 
Seima Aronson, center, for iier 30 years service to ACR. Aronson is pictured witfi her 
husband, Wiiiiam, far ieft; Miriam Horwitz, president of ACR, second ieft; Herbert H. 
Wotiz, Ph.D., a BUSM professor of biochemistry and deputy director and research coor-
dinator of the School's Hubert H. Humphrey Cancer Research Center, second right; and 
Phyiiis Frank, ACR presentation chairperson, far right. The group donated money for a 
High Performance Liquid Chromatography system used to purify or separate substances 
in BUSM's Department of Biochemistry. ACR is an organization of 30 women from the 
Greater Boston area who raise funds to advance cancer research. 
New BUSM advisor 
program emphasizes 
career pianning 
A new student advisor program em-
phasizing career pianning began in 
the taii at BUSM. Dean Sandson, who 
announced the pians at a weicoming 
program tor incoming students, said 
the number ot physicians being 
trained, together with spiraiing costs, 
wiii iimit the career choices ot the new 
generation ot doctors. The new pro-
gram aims to help students decide on 
their areas ot specialization by expos-
ing them to the tactors they need to 




at Israeli university 
Edward L. White, Ph.D., a termer 
associate protessor ot anatomy at 
BUSM, In December became chair-
man ot the Department ot Anatomy at 
Ben Gurlon University ot the Negev in 
Beersheva, Israel. 
According to the plan, students are 
matched with tacuity advisors based 
on the students' specialty interests 
and preterences tor patient care, re-
search, teaching or administration, in 
addition, advisors are encouraged to 
invite their advisees to observe them 
"on the job." 
An eiective program intended to 
provide tirst-year students with ciinicai 
exposure wiii be initiated as part ot 
the new advising system, in addition, 
a series ot workshops wiii be imple-
mented tor aii tirst- and second-year 
BUSM students. These workshops, to 
be held throughout the year, tocus on 
the ditterent stages ot medicai training 
and possible career pathways. 
White, who has been associated 
with BUSM tor seven years, is re-
sponsible tor the teaching and re-
search programs in morphology at 
Ben Gurion. 
The Center tor Educationai Devel-
opment in Heaith, a part ot Boston 
University's Heaith Poiicy institute, 
currently is assisting in the ongoing 
design ot a curricuium tor Ben Gurion 
University Schooi ot Medicine. 
Culbert appointed 
assistant dean 
of student affairs 
Arthur J. Cuibert, Ph.D., termer as-
sistant to the dean at BUSM, wiii co-
ordinate aii student career advising In 
his new post as assistant dean ot stu-
dent attairs. 
in naming Cuibert to the post re-
centiy, Dean Sandson said, "i am ex-
tremely pleased with his appointment 
and i look torward to major accom-
piishments trom him in the tieid ot 
speciai medical education programs." 
During Cuibert's two years as assis-
tant to the dean, he directed the 
BUSM portion ot the Modular Medicai 
integrated Curricuium (MMEDiC) pro-
gram. The MMEDiC program is an 
eight-year degree program designed 
to integrate a liberal arts education 
with basic medicai sciences. He wiii 
continue to direct this program in his 
new post. 
Cuibert has been on the BUSM statt 
tor eight years, working tor six ot 
these as a research associate in the 
Department ot Socio-Medicai Sci-
ences and Community Medicine. 
BEMC receives 
state approval for 
emergency helicopter 
Boston Emergency Medicai Center, 
composed ot University Hospital, Bos-
ton City Hospital and the Pediatric 
Trauma institute ot New England 
Medicai Center, has been given the 
go-ahead by the state Department ot 
Pubiic Heaith to operate an emer-
gency helicopter service. The service 
wiii speed medicai expertise to criti-
caiiy injured and seriousiy ill patients 
within a 150-miie radius ot Boston. 
Lenworth M. Jacobs, M.D., medicai 
director ot BEMC and BUSM assistant 
dean ot emergency medicai services, 
said the "mobile intensive care unit" 
wiii be statted by highly trained pilots 
and criticai care nurses under the 
direction ot physicians experienced In 
trauma care. The heiicopter, which wiii 
be jet-powered, wiii operate round-the-
cicck and wiii carry monitoring and 





from the picture? 
BUSM programs aim to bring back 
the primary-care physician 
by Richard P. Anthony 
DESPITE projections that there w i l l be a sur-plus of 100,000 physicians w i t h i n the next 10 years, there n o w are fewer primary-care 
physicians i n this country than there has been at 
any other time i n this century, according to Joel J. 
Alpert , M . D . , professor and chairman of BUSM's 
Department of Pediatrics and chief of pediatrics at 
Boston City Hospital. To Alpert , a nationally recog-
nized authority on primary-care medicine, the 
shortage ot primary-care physicians represents a 
crisis i n American medicine. He takes a close look 
at that problem i n a thought-provoking essay that 
appears on these pages. 
The School ot Medicine, which recognized the 
trend away trom primary care a decade ago, i n 1973 
established a strong primary-care residency pro-
gram at BCH. Spearlieading the ettort were Alpert , 
w h o served as principal investigator, and Alan S. 
Cohen, M . D . , the Conrad Wesselhoett Protessor ot 
Medicine at BUSM and chiet ot medicine at BCH. 
Richard P. Anthony, a free-lance writer who lives in Boston, is a 
frequent contributor to Boston University Medical Center publica-
tions. 
The result ot their ettort was an innovative primary-
care residency program to train internists and pe-
diatricians, a program that began w i t h a grant t rom 
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and w i t h 
backing t rom the federal government. A t the out-
set, i t was small. Four residents entered each pro-
gram during the tirst year. 
Today, the venture has evolved into two separate 
residency training programs—one i n pediatrics, tor 
which Alpert is principal investigator, and the other 
i n internal medicine, which is directed by John No-
ble, M . D . , a protessor ot medicine at BUSM, chiet 
ot BCH's Section ot General Internal Medicine and 
director ot the Primary Care Center at BCH. Each 
program n o w enrolls 10 to 12 residents each year, 
representing about one-third ot the internal medi-
cine residents and all ot the pediatric residents. 
More signiticant than the BCH program's growth 
has been the impact it has had nationally on physi-
cian training i n primary care. There now are more 
than 100 such programs at hospitals across the 
country, and many are patterned after the primary-
care residency training ottered by BUSM at BCH. 
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primary-care crisis 
by Joel J. Alpert, M . D . 
IT is a time of change and challenge for the health professions, particularly for primary-care medicine. Perhaps there are some in the medi-
cal profession w h o believe that the profession re-
mains protected trom change, but there are major 
upheavals ahead, just as there is for the larger soci-
ety ot which medicine is but a part. 
Despite a projected surplus of physicians, there 
currently is a shortage in the number and distribu-
tion ot primary-care physicians needed to provide 
medical care to the American people. This shortage 
ot primary-care physicians represents a crisis that is 
especially important since it is primary care that de-
termines our professions' relationship w i t h society. 
Sta t is t i cs c i ted. There now are fewer primary-care 
physicians in this country than there has been at 
any other time in this century. Before World War I I , 
there were over 300 primary-care physicians for 
every 100,000 people. Most ot these physicians 
were general practitioners. The present ratio is 65 to 
Joel J. Alpert, M.D., professor and cfiairman of tfie Department of 
Pediatrics at BUSM and pediatrician-in-chief at Boston City Hos-
pital, is weil-versed on the subject of primary-care medicine. He 
has played a vital role in the founding and operation of the Pri-
mary Care Residency Training Program at BCH. A recognized 
leader nationally in the field of primary care, he is a member of 
the institute of Medicine (National Academy of Sciences). The 
source for the material in this essay is a monograph entitled "The 
Education of Physicians for Primary Care," jointly authored by Al-
pert with Evan Charney, M.D., and a lecture Alpert presents an-
nually to incoming BUSM i students. The definition of primary 
care originally developed in this monograph has been widely 
quoted and utilized by both the federal government and by foun-
dations that have supported primary-care educational efforts. A 
second edition of the monograph is scheduled for publication in 
1984. 
every 100,000—despite the fact that a shortage of 
50,000 physicians 10 years ago no longer exists and 
a physician surplus ot 100,000 is predicted tor the 
late i980s and early 1990s. 
In addition, the availability of primary-care physi-
cians varies enormously according to geographic lo-
cation; to select any single figure to represent the 
national picture presents us w i t h a distorted view. 
The shortage of primary-care physicians is espe-
cially serious in our inner cities and rural areas. 
In many rural areas, primary-care practitioners 
are, tor all practical purposes, non-existent. In tact, 
it nothing changes by 1990, approximately 200,000 
ot our projected 600,000 physicians w i l l be sur-
geons, and i n my view, the numbers of internists, 
pediatricians and family practitioners w i l l be barely 
adequate, and inadequate when geographic distri-
bution is considered. 
Primary care: a definition 
Primary care is not the dramatic medical and 
surgical interventions that often dominate our 
newspaper headlines and television screens. I n -
stead, primary care is what patients seek as they 
crowd busy emergency rooms seeking care for com-
mon illnesses. Primary care is providing services to 
patients who are well and want to stay well . 
Primary care is part ot a personal health-care sys-
tem and is focused on the needs ot individuals and 
the family. There is some evidence from caretui 
health-services research that providing primary care 
makes a difference in health outcomes by increasing 
(continued on page 22) 
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Primary-care residency Pediatrics program 
in internal medicine teaches residents how 
aims at treating to cope with 
the total patient the 'new morbidity' 
LY N N McKinley, M . D . , a third-year resident i n the primary-care internal medicine pro-gram at Boston City Hospital, remembers 
v iv id ly her first encounters w i t h one of her pa-
tients. 
McKinley was an intern, fresh out ot Harvard 
Medical School and just starting to learn the special 
skills associated w i t h providing health care i n an 
outpatient setting. The tirst tew times this patient, a 
middle-aged woman, came to her ottice, the physi-
cian recalls, " I nearly panicked. She had high blood 
pressure, she had kidney failure and she didn' t 
take her medication at all...She also had a serious 
weight problem. 
"She had so many problems," said McKinley, 
"that the tirst th ing I wanted to do was to put her 
i n the hospital and try to fix everything at once." 
After consulting w i t h her preceptor and col-
leagues at the clinic, however, McKinley soon came 
to see that hospitalization was not the solution. 
Rather, the solution was to work w i t h the woman, 
to convince her to take her medications, to help her 
adjust to her diet and to educate her about the na-
ture ot her ailments. 
Today, reported McKinley, "I 've been able to es-
tablish a very good rapport w i t h this woman. She 
understands what's going on and takes her medica-
tions. We have a very close relationship; but you 
know, it's taken almost three years tor it to de-
velop." 
McKinley's experience demonstrates the learning 
that can occur when a resident provides continuing 
care tor patients. Al though her experience was not 
planned by the BUSM tacuity members who r u n 
the Primary Care Training Program i n General In -
ternal Medicine, it is just the k ind ot experience the 
program's designers intended residents to have. 
Total patient c a r e the goal . The Primary Care 
Training Program i n General Internal Medicine is 
(continued on page 23) 
WH A T is the best way to train physicians to deal w i t h the vast complex ot tactors that may affect the health ot inner-city 
infants and children? 
That was one ot the basic questions confronting 
Joel J. Alpert , M . D . , and his colleagues when they 
set out to design a new primary-care residency pro-
gram tor physicians at Boston City Hospital i n the 
early 1970s. 
There clearly was a need to train the residents i n 
how to deal w i t h disease. But such training, the to-
cus ot most traditional pediatric residency pro-
grams, was no longer enough. A t a time when the 
major infectious diseases ot childhood—polio, 
smallpox, measles and diptheria—had been all but 
eradicated, there was a need to address ditterent 
kinds ot problems. 
According to Alpert , these problems included 
growth and developmental issues, learning difficul-
ties, common emotional problems and disturbances 
ot vision or hearing. 
T h e 'new morbidity. ' I n addition, there was an-
other set ot problems that Alpert placed under the 
heading ot the "new morbidi ty . " These included 
drug abuse, trauma, depression and similar threats 
to health, many ot which are related to the realities 
ot lite i n the inner city. As Alpert emphasized, 
however, these problems are by no means re-
stricted to urban young people and are prevalent in 
more affluent suburbs. "Teen-agers and young 
adults are the only groups in society among w h o m 
the death rates are going u p , " he said, "and these 
rates are going up because ot suicides, accidents 
and violence." 
Taking caretui note ot the changing nature ot 
health patterns among the young, Alpert and his 
associates concluded that there was a need for a 
new k i n d ot children's physician—one trained not 
only i n disease management, but also in the behav-
(continued on page 27) 
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patient satisfaction, lowering costs, and decreasing 
and shortening hospitalization. While there is con-
cern about ever-expanding demand, there is evi-
dence that patients use services more appropriately 
(for example, for prevention) and less frequently 
w h e n the primary services are available and the 
care relationships are established, i n many ways, 
the l imited data tell us more about primary-care 
practice than we k n o w about many other aspects ot 
medical practice. 
Primary care also must be distinguished trom sec-
ondary and tertiary care. Secondary care to most 
means referral care, usually i n a ptiysician's ottice 
or i n a hospital outpatient department. To some it 
means less complicated hospital care, such as a 
community hospital might deliver. 
Tertiary care is thought ot as care that takes place 
i n a hospital bed, often in an academic medical cen-
ter dealing w i t h technically complicated problems. 
Many community hospitals w i t h intensix e care 
units and talented staff clearly deliver tertiary care. 
Decision to seek out health care 
influenced by a host of factors 
Four 'anchoring points.' There are tour anchoring 
points to m y definit ion ot primary care. These are 
first contact, longitudinal responsibility, integration of 
services and a family orientation. 
To begin w i t h , primary-care services are delivered 
at the point at w h i c h the patient first seeks medical 
care. But those w h o stop w i t h the first-contact defi-
ni t ion ot primary care really miss the point. The pa-
tient receives much more than just first-contact care. 
It is recognized that the decision to seek out and 
to continue w i t h medical care is not a straightfor-
w a r d process. It is influenced by a host of social 
and individual tactors. For instance, those in great-
est need may not appropriately seek care and may 
not adequately fol low advice. 
Primary care, i n its first-contact function, is con-
cerned w i t h the interface between patient and the 
source ot care. Primary care is directed towards 
outreach, compliance and tol low-up. I t includes 
that part ot preventive medicine that can be prac-
ticed at the family level. Primary care recognizes 
that families, being the basic l iving unit ot our soci-
ety, are the key uni t tor the management of health 
and illness. 
Second, primary care assumes longitudinal respon-
sibility tor the patient, regardless ot the presence or 
absence ot disease. Primary physicians hold the 
contract tor providing personal health services to 
the patient and his or her family. This ongoing re-
sponsibility may be relinciuished in part at times, 
but it is not terminated unless the patient agrees. 
The primary-care physician, along w i t h his or her 
colleagues, is available at all times and provides 
care i n the ottice setting, hospital or patient's home 
and may provide elements ot secondary and ter-
tiary care. When the physician provides longitudi-
nal care, there is considerable evidence that patient 
compliance w i t h medical regimens increases. 
Third, primary care is the integrationist for the pa-
tient. When other health resources are involved, 
the primary-care physician is interested in manag-
ing to the l imit ot his or her capability the physical, 
psychological and social aspects ot care tor the pa-
tient. 
This element is undoubtedly the most difficult to 
define w i t h precision. You w i l l find that it irritates 
the hospital specialist, w h o is unhappy. It not an-
gry, that he or she is considered less perceptive or 
even less compassionate than the primary-care phy-
sician. After all , the specialist w i l l argue that the 
good hematologist is certainly as concerned w i t h 
social and psychological tactors affecting his or her 
patient having leukemia as is the pediatrician, i n -
ternist or family physician. 
Scope of responsibility. The key distinction is the 
broadness of responsibility rather than the broadness of 
vision. The primary-care physician is inclusive in his 
or her attitude toward the patient's problems, car-
ing tor as many ot the problems as possible and, 
where referral is indicated, retaining a longitudinal 
responsibility as the integrationist of the patient's 
care. The secondary-care physician tends to concen-
trate exclusively his or her skills as much as possi-
ble and refer patients the moment their problems 
stray too tar t rom his or her more limited tocus ot 
concern. 
Put another way, the primary-care physician 
thinks about the patient and the impact ot various 
forces on health or illness over a period ot time. 
The secondary or tertiary level physician spends 
most ot his or her time thinking about a disease 
state or a technical skill and how certain patients tit 
into or alter that field or interest over a period ot 
time. 
F o r primary-care physician, 
patient is the episode 
For the secondary-care physician, the illness is 
the episode. For the primary-care physician, the pa-
tient is the episode. 
We must here, however, grapple w i t h another 
ditticuit part of our definition. You w i l l hear repeat-
(continued on page 24) 
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Lynn McKinley, M.D., a resident in the primary-care program in internal medicine, examines patient Shirley Brewton's foot at a BCH clinic. 
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part of a broader training program tor internists 
conducted by BCH's Department ot Medicine. 
Some residents choose a traditionally-oriented form 
ot training i n internal medicine that provides op-
portunities to spend extra time on subspecialty elec-
tives. For the 10 to 14 residents each year w h o 
choose the primary-care track, a special focus is 
placed on developing skills i n ambulatory care, 
treating an expanded age range trom school-aged 
children to the elderly, and becoming knowledge-
able about psychological, social and economical as-
pects ot medical practice. 
"That doesn't mean that these doctors do not 
have to be expert i n the management ot acute i l l -
ness," program director John Noble, M . D . , stated. 
"Primary-care residents have the same exposure to 
inpatient management and intensive care as the 
residents i n the traditional track." 
Ambula tory c a r e e m p h a s i z e d . Ambulatory care re-
ceives special emphasis i n the program. Primary-
care residents have the opportunity to work closely 
w i t h a multidisciplinary tacuity w h o teach i n the 
program's clinical practices. These settings include 
the Primary Care Center at BCH and Fast Boston, 
the Dorchester House and the Uphams Corner, 
Harvard Street, and South End neighborhood 
health centers, w h i c h are affiliated w i t h the pro-
gram. 
While at these training sites, the primary-care 
residents are assigned patients, w h o they follow 
over the entire three years ot residency training. 
The tacuity members emphasize not only the man-
agement ot medical problems i n the ottice setting, 
but also many non-physiological aspects ot medical 
care, including health-seeking behavior, a bio-psy-
cho-social approach to assessing patient problems 
and a review ot social, community and ethnic tac-
tors that may impact on a patient's health status. 
S p e c i a l s e m i n a r s . Special non-clinical topics are 
presented to primary-care residents during their 
three-month rotations, which take place during the 
junior and senior resident years. Seminars are pre-
sented each year on such topics as medicine and 
law, clinical epidemiology, problems i n urban 
health-care delivery, and occupational and environ-
mental health, areas that are becoming increasingly 
popular among the trainees. 
Dur ing these rotations, the residents also have an 
opportunity to learn special skills i n a variety ot 
subspecialty clinics, such as dermatology, ophthal-
mology, otolaryngology, orthopedics, adolescent 
health and minor surgery. 
Adolescent health is a major component ot the 
curriculum. Statt members i n the Section ot General 
Internal Medicine work closely w i t h colleagues i n 
pediatrics and i n the Boston I'ublic Schools and 
(continued on page 25) 
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edly, and w i t h good intention, that there is far too 
much tor any one person to k n o w i n order to tul t i l l 
the primary-care function. A t the turn ot the cen-
tury, i t was common tor a single individual to au-
thor a textbook ot medicine. Today multi-authors 
are the rule and single authors are the exception. 
T h e l imits of genera l i s ts . Civen this measure ot in-
creasing knowledge, h o w tar into the medical and 
social complexity ot a condition can a generalist go 
and across what range ot non-disease tactors 
should primary medicine extend? Al though we 
often talk about the tact that there is too much to 
k n o w , remember that new knowledge often makes 
practice easier. It is easier to administer polio vac-
cine than to manage a patient in an " i ron l u n g , " as 
the Emerson respirator was called. 
There can be operational limits imposed on the 
generalist's responsibilities: First, when the patient 
is not satisfied and wishes consultation; second, 
w h e n the physician or the team itself does not feel 
competent to manage the problem; and t h i r d , when 
external review reveals l imits i n diagnostic and/or 
therapeutic abilities. Using this approach, there is 
substantial evidence that a primary-care physician 
can handle approximately 95 percent of the patient 
problems brought either to the ottice or hospital, 
and do it wel l . However, i n the social and psycho-
logical area, a traditionally trained physician may 
nexer be aware of 50 percent ot the concerns that 
impact on mental and physical health. I'hysicians 
do not possess a social penicill in w i t h which to 
treat anxiety, sadness, family disruption and dys-
function. 
To complete m y definit ion, let me return to the 
family. The family is the basic unit of l iving i n our 
society. Practicing pediatricians are aware ot how 
often an apparently i l l child turns out to provide a 
way i n which another family member obtains medi-
cal care. For example, i t is dearly more acceptable 
to ask for help w h e n a child has a temperature ot 
103 degrees than w h e n the parent has an alcoholic 
crisis. There is evidence that knowledge about the 
family and responsibility tor the family provides a 
f i r m basis tor efficiently and effectively providing 
medical care. 
Why the present shortage of 
primary-care practitioners? 
For more than a century, most medical students 
have come to medical school psychologically pre-
pared to take care ot patients as a family physician. 
But u p o n graduation, the enthusiastic generalist be-
comes an embryonic specialist. Was this due to ma-
turi ty , to reality (i.e. financial reward and society's 
values) or to the educational experience? As an ed-
ucator, I w i l l take the view that the educational ex-
perience has had substantial impact. 
In the 19th century, almost all medical education 
was apprentice i n nature. A student w o u l d become 
apprenticed to a practicing physician and learn that 
physician's skills. It was part of the Hippocratic 
oath that physicians be teachers. 
Toward the end of the century, many apprentices 
spent three years w i t h their teacher, then attended 
a series ot medical lectures for one year and re-
turned often to spend three more years w i t h their 
teacher. A number went to Europe tor turther edu-
cation, but consistent w i t h the egalitarian view that 
was associated w i t h the founding ot this country, 
the major commitment was to general and not to 
specialty education. Even this method d id not pro-
duce enough physicians tor the expanding frontiers 
of this country, and large numbers of proprietary 
schools quickly developed. These privately-owned 
schools were r u n for profit . For many, a medical 
degree could be a diploma earned through a corre-
spondence t:ourse. 
Medical degree was a diploma 
earned by correspondence 
T h r e e e d u c a t o r s p layed key role, three educators 
i n our past assumed special importance i n under-
standing our present. These are Sir Will iam Osier, 
M . l h . , Abraham Hexner and John Millis . 
Sir Wil l iam Osier at Johns Hopkins brought 
teaching to the patient's bedside. Osier emphasized 
the value and benefit of teaching students by clini-
cal skills and responsibility tor patients. A t the 
same time. Osier deplored the laxity in medical 
school standards. With his strength ot character, 
great clinical skills and outspoken nature. Osier set 
the stage tor Abraham Fiexner. 
Flexner was an educator commissioned by the 
American Medical Association and he was sup-
ported by the Carnegie Commission to study the 
state of medical education i n the United States. His 
methodology was simple. He spent one year travel-
ing across the country and then, i n 1910, issued a 
scathing report that documented the medical educa-
tion scandal. A t the time, there were more than 300 
medical schools i n this country, most of them pro-
prietary. 
Hundreds of schools close 
as Flexner study causes 
public outcry 
(continued on page 26) 
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John Noble, M.D., a BUSM professor of medicine and director of the primary-care training program in internal medicine, right, taiks with 
residents Virginia Kan, M.D, left, and Teri Manoiio, M.D., center, at the BCH Primary Care Center, which Noble directs. 
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other community agencies to develop preventive 
programs to reduce violence and traumatic injuries 
and to prevent other health problems of young 
adults. 
There are many reasons tor structuring the p r i -
mary-care training this way, said Noble. The funda-
mental one is simply that most ot the residents i n 
the program are headed tor practices that w i l l re-
semble their residency experiences. " I t we are to 
train physicians w h o w i l l work i n community- or 
hospital-based primary-care practices," he said, " i t 
is important that they obtain some ot their training 
i n each type ot setting, and that they have as role 
models doctors w h o are successfully working i n 
such settings." 
Tai lored to ca ree r a i m s . The career choices ot resi-
dents i n the program are a source ot pride tor the 
program's tacuity. Over 85 percent ot the program's 
graduates have chosen generalist careers. Sixteen 
graduates continue to participate as teachers i n hos-
pital-based practices at academic centers and also 
serve as teachers and role models tor students and 
residents. Fifteen ot the graduates have established 
clinical practices i n rural settings or i n neighbor-
hood health centers serving inner-city communities. 
Five ot the graduates are pursuing specialty inter-
ests i n occupational and environmental health. 
"Our program is entering its tenth year and we 
are now getting feedback trom graduates w h o have 
had u p to six years ot practicing experience. It is 
exciting to see these young physicians practicing 
medicine i n a way that reflects the goals ot our pro-
gram," Noble said. 
Future d i rec t ions . Fven as graduates return to re-
port on h o w the program has helped them launch 
careers, however. Noble and other members ot the 
tacuity continue to shape the program according to 
what they perceive as the changing needs ot the 
health-care system. 
Dur ing the next two years, increased emphasis 
w i l l be given i n the program curriculum to the 
management ot geriatric patients at home and i n 
nursing homes, to violence prevention and to prob-
lems ot adolescents and young adults. Health-care 
cost containment also w i l l be taught. 
"There is a great deal ot knowledge and experi-
ence i n health maintenance, preventive care and 
the management ot sick patients at home that we 
are going to have to bring into the mainstream ot 
the curriculum i t our residents are to be the kinds 
ot doctors that w i l l be needed 10 or 20 years trom 
n o w , " Noble said.H RPA 
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Flexner's report resulted i n a public outcry. H u n -
dreds ot schools closed and, reflecting Flexner's be-
lief that association w i t h a university was the best 
guarantee ot quality education, medical schools as 
part ot a university became the established model. 
Practical education then moved almost entirely to 
the teaching hospitals. The Johns Hopkins Hospital 
and Medical School became the model tor other 
universities to fol low. (Ot some interest to me is the 
tact that Osier felt the cure too severe and left Hop-
kins. He was alarmed at what he predicted w o u l d 
eventually mean exclusion ot the practicing clinician 
trom the medical tacuity.) I n the next 30 years, 
American medicine slowly but surely grew i n 
strength and w o r l d stature as, ot course, d i d our 
country. 
As a result, the proport ion ot specialists to gener-
alists dramatically changed, trom 80-percent gener-
alists among practicing physicians i n the 1930s, to 
80-percent specialists i n the 1970s. 
Research soared following war. World War 11 was 
a stimulus i n the growth ot scientitic medicine. For 
example, the British discovery ot penicill in was 
made available by American technology. A medical 
t r i u m p h had occurred using a technological ap-
proach similar to the production ot the atomic 
bomb but w i t h an unchallenged benetit to man-
k i n d . 
Following the war, research i n medicine soared to 
a unprecedented degree and federal support helped 
bring the Flexner model, which was basically a re-
search model, into fu l l f rui t ion. Because ot the be-
lief that creative minds and unl imited dollars could 
solve any problem, the growth ot research became 
logarithmic. Funds earmarked tor research subsi-
dized education because medical school tacuity 
members, n o w growing rapidly i n numbers, were 
largely supported by research grants, a pattern that 
continues today, especially at Boston University. 
Boston University School ot Medicine is among the 
top medical schools i n the country i n terms ot the 
percentage ot operating budget stemming trom 
sponsored research. 
Technically complex and specialized research re-
quired a tacuity whose skills were teciinical and 
highly specialized. N e w viral vaccines were devel-
oped and such diseases as poliomyelitis and mea-
sles were conquered. Massive programs to attack 
cancer and heart disease were instituted. While not 
all ot these ettorts were immediately successtui, the 
introduction ot nutrit ional advances and immuniz-
ing agents i n the 1930s, the antimicrobials ot the 
1940s and 1950s and other impressive medical 
breakthroughs effectively revolutionized the prac-
tice ot medicine. 
A new morbidity. A new morbidity developed, one 
that retiected not pneumonia, but heart disease; not 
polio, but learning disorders and accidents; not 
malnutri t ion, but obesity and alcoholism; and not 
tuberculosis, but lung cancer and drug abuse and 
litestyle problems. Disease resulting trom a disor-
dered environment assumed a new importance. 
Statistics n o w show that it is homicide, accidents 
and suicide that are the major killers ot adolescents, 
not infection and childbirth. 
The pendulum of Flexner reforms 
had swung too far 
But as Osier predicted, the pendulum ot the Flex-
nerian reforms had swung too tar. The part-time 
and practicing tacuity declined i n importance and 
intiuence. While the practicing tacuity was faced 
w i t h the new morbidity, the full-time tacully was 
challenged by increasingly complex and compli-
cated diseases and organic problems that attocted 
fewer and fewer people. One protessor ot medicine 
said his graduates were educated i n "desperation 
medicine," and when they began practicing they 
discovered that almost all ot their patients had the 
" w r o n g disease." 
As a role model for academically talented stu-
dents, the practicing physician proved a poor com-
petitor tor the hospital-based specialist. Moreover, 
many practicing physicians felt uncomfortable w i t h 
the new morbidity. After all , what can we do as 
health professionals to address the tact the 50 per-
cent ot inner-city youth tail to graduate trom high 
school, and how do we help them w i t h their feel-
ings ot sadness, hopelessness and desperation? 
The success ot the Flexner model effectively froze 
medical education. I n 1945, 35 years after the issu-
ance ot the Flexner Report, an experimental curricu-
l u m was initiated at Case-Western Reserve Medical 
School that provided a basic departure t rom the tra-
ditional departmental approach ot teaching basic 
science by introducing a multidisciplinary curricu-
lum and team leaching. In the 1950s, Boston Uni-
versity and Northwestern introduced six-year medi-
cal school programs, but it was not unti l late 1960s 
that any substantial number ot medical schools be-
gan to experiment w i t h curriculums. Indeed, the 
curriculum that students experience at Boston Uni-
versity School ot Medicine, w i t h its core curricu-
lum, electives and many time tracks, is revolution-
ary by the standards of the last 50 years. Today, 
our School ot Medicine is a school that is leading 
the way i n curriculum innovations. 
In the mid-1960.s, a series ot reports appeared 
calling tor a national commitment to the education 
(continued on page 28) 
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Owen R. Mathieu, M.D., an associate professor of pediatrics at BUSM and medical director of the primary-care residency program in 
pediatrics, examines DeeAnna Ross while her mother Susan Ross iooks on. 
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ioral and social fields relevant to dealing w i t h the 
f u l l range ot health problems affecting young peo-
ple. 
The new residency program, theretore, while re-
taining many features ot traditional programs, also 
differed i n major ways: 
• Residents were encouraged to conduct their 
clinics not only at the hospital, but also i n Boston's 
Department ot Health and Hospitals' neighborhood 
health centers, three ot which are now affiliated 
w i t h the program. 
• BUSM faculty members in such fields as law, 
epidemiology and behavioral sciences were called 
upon to take part i n training the residents. 
• Major emphasis was placed on child develop-
ment and adolescent medicine. 
• Perhaps most important, residents were given 
the major responsibility ot caring tor a group ot pa-
tients over the course ot the training period. "We 
strive to make sure that the residents' responsibili-
ties to their patients are taken into account regard-
less of what else they are involved i n , " said Owen 
R. Mathieu, M . D . , an associate protessor ot pediat-
rics at BUSM and medical director ot the residency 
program. "We want them to know when their pa-
tients are hospitalized so that they'l l always be able 
to fol low those patients; and we want them to be i n 
frequent touch w i t h a tacuity member w h o also 
knows the patients so they can discuss plans tor 
providing care." The residents also are strongly en-
couraged to work closely w i t h the families ot their 
patients, Mathieu added. 
Al though elements ot the program were not new 
when it began, the program as a whole represented 
a new direction i n pediatric education. A n d , by any 
ot several measures, it seems to have worked. 
Residents praise program. The residents give the 
program high marks. Sue Hott , M . D . , said one ot 
its main strengths lies i n the broad array ot health 
problems w i t h which residents must deal. 
"You see a large volume ot patients, especially i n 
the emergency room, which a lot ot the community 
uses as a walk- in clinic," said Hott , a graduate ot 
the School ot Medicine ot the State University ot 
N e w York at Stony Brook. "You deal i n everything, 
t rom what is basically well-child care to acute medi-
cal problems, so you get a wide range ot experi-
ence. This means that by the time you finish your 
residency, you have learned to distinguish pretty 
well between patients w h o are really sick and those 
who are not so badly o t t . " 
Another resident, Richard A . Kautf, M . D . , a 
graduate ot Rutgers University School ot Medicine, 
cited what he has learned about the rewards ot a 
primary-care practice. "Sometimes a parent comes 
i n worried about a discipline or behavior problem 
i n their c h i l d , " Kautt said. "Oftentimes, by just ot-
tering the parent assurance that their child's prob-
(continued on page 29) 
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of primary-care or family physicians. I he most i m -
portant of these was the report issued by an Ameri-
can Medical Association committee chaired bv Dr. 
John Mil l i s , who at the time was the president ot 
Case-Western Reserve University. This committee 
consisted ot laymen, educators and physicians. I n 
many ways, i t was a continuation ot the Flexner 
Report, as it called tor university control ot post-
graduate or residency training. It also repeated 
something present but lost in the original Flexner 
document—a charge to medicine to function as a 
social and preventive discipline. The Mil l is Report 
articulated this charge by asking tor a national com-
mitment to produce primary-care physicians who 
w o u l d , tor most patients, represent "the common 
point ot entry into a reorganized, revitalized and 
rational system ot health-care del ivery." 
Reports sound call for 
commitment to primary-care 
training 
Focus on the poor. Also in the 1960s, public atten-
tion focused on the poor and minorities in this 
country w h o had not benefited trom what was be-
lieved to be the finest medical care i n the w o r l d . 
The re-discovery ot poverty and the spiraiing costs 
ot medical care torced the country to re-examine its 
medical priorities. The immediate result ot this re-
examination was a slowing ot the research effort 
and the involvement of the federal government i n 
many large-scale service programs. Neighborhood 
health centers, a program that was 50 years old i n 
Boston, reappeared i n modern form; i n most situa-
tions, the centers were community-developed 
rather than university-sponsored. Many of these 
centers are now i n danger ot closing and commu-
nity leaders have learned what academicians 
learned a decade ago—that unl imited support tor 
their ettorts is not a natural law. 
New medical schools were established and new 
programs developed i n primary-care medicine. I n 
1969, the American Board ot Family Practice was 
recognized and there now are more than 4,000 
medical residents enrolled in 350 family practice 
programs i n the United States, resulting in the 
gradual replacement ot general practitioners by 
family practitioners. Departments ot pediatrics and 
internal medicine responded by developing p r i -
mary-care programs designed to prepare urban 
practitioners; there now are more than 100 ot these 
programs. However, like the neighborhood health 
centers, these programs are in danger ot losing fed-
eral funding. 
BUSM program one of the first, the School of 
Medicine developed at Boston Citv Hospital one ot 
the tirst primary-care residencies in the country in 
pediatrics and internal medicine wi th the intent of 
producing urban primary-care physicians. As of this 
year, more than 70 residents w i l l have received 
training as a result ot this BUSM-BCH effort. In ad-
di t ion to the usual strong training in pediatrics and 
internal medicine ottered at BCH, ambulatory care, 
social science, psychiatry, Boston's neighborhood 
health centers and a multidisciplinary tacuity are 
important and exciting elements of tiie residents' 
training. (See accompanying story.) 
Fundamental questions to answer 
In addition to the problem ot ri.sing health-care 
costs and d w i n d l i n g federal and governmental sup-
port—issues that face all physicians today—some 
fundamental questions remain to be answered re-
garding the present crisis in primary care. 
For example, should primary care, as I hax'e de-
fined and described it, be practiced by family physi-
cians, internists, pediatricians and obstetricians, or 
by someone other than the physician altogetiier? If 
in groups, then i n what size organization and w i t h 
what structure? Is there one practice model tor ur-
ban and rural practice and one equally applicable to 
meeting the needs ot the attluent and the poor? 
As an educator, I am hard pressed to answer 
these questions. Certain themes need to be exam-
ined. Should the physician be involved at all? Can 
primary care be learned by less extensively trained 
professionals and non-protessionals so that the 
physician can retreat to a hospital and await the re-
ferred organic case? Does one need to be a physi-
cian to counsel and to listen? 
Does one need to he a physician 
to counsel and to listen? 
The physician's roie. 1 believe the physician must 
be involved. This answer comes trom my observa-
tions that the primary-care relationship is the basis 
for the contract between our profession and society 
and that to deny this role w o u l d require a major 
reorganization ot that relationship. I also believe the 
simplest activity may have very complex overtones. 
Moreover, the relationship that develops between a 
physician and a patient over the course ot repeated 
contacts forms the basis ot a solid fundamental rela-
tionship when serious illness strikes. 
When a physician is involved in primary care, 
what kinds ot professional associates arc required 
(continued on page 30) 
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Richard A. Kauff, M.D., a resident in the primary-care training program in pediatrics, taiks with Lucy Wallace after examining her son, 
Tekuti, in a clinic at Boston City Hospital. 
(continued from page 27) 
lem is not an unusual one and by giving the parent 
some strategies to cope w i t h the problem, the resi-
dent can make a big difference i n their lives. A n d , 
that's very rewarding tor us . " 
There are other measures, as wel l , ot the pro-
gram's success. 
For example, a special test administered to pediat-
ric residents at several institutions found the BCH 
group scored near the top i n their knowledge ot be-
havioral and developmental issues. 
Career choices. Another measure, possibly the key 
one, is the career choices ot the 46 physicians so tar 
trained i n primary-care pediatrics at BCH. Nearly 
75 percent, said Mathieu, have gone into primary-
care practice or into work closely related to i t , such 
as primary-care teaching. Many ot those w h o have 
completed the program work in the inner city. 
As the program has grown from an enrollment ot 
just a handful ot physicians to its present 10 to 12 
new residents per year, it also has changed. Pres-
ent-day residents have the opportunity not only to 
work i n neighborhood health centers, but also i n 
homes tor troubled youths, i n Boston schools and 
i n inner-city day-care centers. 
I n addition, said Alpert , there is an increased em-
phasis on what has proven to be one ot the most 
valuable aspects ot the program: residents working 
closely w i t h tacuity members i n caring tor patients. 
Further changes i n the program are anticipated, 
said Alpert . While he's not sure at this point exactly 
what form the changes w i l l take, it is clear that the 
current cutbacks i n government spending on health 
services tor the poor w i l l be a factor. 
Alpert is convinced that, in time, the value of 
health services for the disadvantaged—especially in 
the primary-care sphere—will be recognized once 
again. "There are a substantial number ot us i n -
volved i n primary care who are absolutely con-
vinced that having an ample supply ot primary-care 
physicians is key to cutting health-care costs," he 
said. " I t you have a doctor who takes care ot you 
over time, you're much less likely to get into the 
serious problems that require hospitalization and 
expensive forms ot therapy." 
Coping with cutbacks. Meanwhile, though, he and 
his associates are deciding how best to prepare resi-
dents to deal w i t h the consequences of the reduc-
tions i n health-care support tor inner-city young-
sters. While it is not a task that they w o u l d have 
wi l l ingly chosen, Alpert asserted that there is no 
lack ot enthusiasm. I n this area especially, Alpert 
indicates the support and counsel ot BUSM Dean 
John I . Sandson has been enormously important. 
" I n many ways, this is a very demanding t ime , " 
he said, "and we're challenged to be a part ot i t . 
We're looking tor answers to some very tough 
questions about how to provide health care tor our 
urban populations. A t this point, we don't know 
what those answers are going to be; but we do 
know that f inding them is as important a task as 
we could hope to set tor ourselves."• RPA 
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and what kind of organi/ationai structure is best? 
ik'iausc of the pressure generated by a hea\ pa-
tient loiid, the prlmrr\-care physician cleaih re-
- . — - . i - l . n u e Moreover, other professionals 
have skills that the physician does not have. I n faH. 
most discussions of primary care assume that a 
team, rather than a physician alone, is involved. In 
these discussions, questions ot delegation ot re-
sponsibility and sharing ot decision-making are u n -
resolved issues, especially i n our profession's 
changing relationship w i t h nursing. Short ot a revo-
lut ion, the physician i n m y view should and w i l l 
have f inal responsibility. 
Rural and urban physicians need 
different skills 
Size of practice settings. Another tundamental 
question deals w i t h the k i n d ot practice setting that 
is best tor the primary-care team. H o w can primary 
care achieve the efficiencies ot a large organization 
wi thout sacrificing the personal and human quali-
ties supposedly characteristic ot a smaller one? W i l l 
a technocracy ot primary care develop to the point 
that the often-tentative and ill-defined needs ot pa-
tients become lost i n a computerized primary-care 
organization? 
I w o u l d like to see small modules ot three and 
tour physicians w i t h appropriate associates develop 
as our dominant primary-care model, ibis arrange-
ment seeks the middle ground between solo prac-
tice and a larger health maintenance organization. 
The rural physician w i l l need one k ind ot training 
and one set ot skills. The urban inner-city physician 
w i l l require a ditterent practice organization and a 
team w i t h other skills. The availability ot large and 
specialized hospital services in the city as con-
trasted w i t h the less differentiated services of a r u -
ral community suggests that the urban physician 
w i l l need more specialized training, and be more ot 
an internist or pediatrician than a family practi-
tioner. Perhaps i n 20 to 25 years these professional 
identities w i l l blur and all primary-care physicians 
w i l l function as family physicians w i t h some degree 
ot special interest. 
What's being done and remains 
to be done to solve the problem? 
The education ot medical students today may or 
may not repeat the errors of the past, w h e n stu-
dents were discouraged from pursuing primary-care 
careers. A t least at BUSM there are some very excit-
ing programs that should help spur a student's i n -
leiv-t in patient-care careers. For example, the 
Modular Medical Integrated Curriculum (MMEDIC) 
program, which was instituted at BUSM and the 
L'nixer.sitv's Coiiege ot Liberal Arts in 1977, is a 
u i i u . M i ' eight-year program designed to provide stu-
d e i i E with a more gradual transition into the 
R i l iool o l Medicine In intergrating the last two 
\^ o' imdergraduatc oducalion with the first year 
ot medical schooi. Bv decompressing the sttdents' 
first year ol medicai school, they are permitted to 
take more humanities and behavioral science 
courses. 
Specific ptimat v-care experiences also have been 
developi'd tor BUSM students i n their clinical clerk-
ships, i n the basic scienci- courses, in socio-medicai 
sciences and in human development courses, 
BUSM stuilenls wi l l find much that is relevant to 
primary care. 
Impact of the economy. We musi acknowledge, 
however, that what we do educationally may u l t i -
mately have little ettect on the outcome. The 
Reagan Administrat ion already has restricted funds 
tor many human services. While these cuts have 
not even ful ly impacted upon those being served, 
we already are seeing the results. I n pediatrics, 
these include increased cases ot vitamin D defi-
ciency, rickets, rheumatic fever, malnutrit ion, i n -
creased reportings ot child abu.se and neglect, and 
an increased infant mortality in high unemploy-
ment states. 
Debts of graduates may direct 
them away from primary care 
I n addition, financial support tor students, while 
available, has not kept pace w i t h the need, and 
many medical students w i l l graduate w i t h large 
debts. Those debts may direct the graduates into 
higher-paying specialities and away from primary 
care. While all physicians can earn an excellent l iv-
ing, there are very real differences in income 
among the specialties, w i t h primary care at the low-
est end ot the spectrum. By improving the work 
environment and by making primaiy-care physi-
cians the highest paid in the system, we could pro-
duce our needed generalists as d id Great Britain. 
Congress also could restrict entry into the special-
ties, as has been done i n other countries. This is 
unlikely to happen, certainly w i t h the present Con-
gress and Administrat ion. 
But these last means are not the means I desire. 
Since I have presented myself as a medical educa-
tor, I do not want to be guilty ot that educational 
mismatch 1 referred to earlier. I want to see medical 
students appropriately prepared and I want them to 
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Sue Hott, M.D., a resident in the primary-care training program in pediatrics, left, talks with Mary Ann Catanesye of Revere, Mass., outside 
the East Boston Neighborhood Health Center. Catanesye holds her son, Thomas Jr., a patient of Hott's. 
be prepared to meet the primary-care need. 
I n saying this, I make certain assumptions. First, 
the public demand for primary care w i l l continue 
and vvill be expressed continually, although differ-
ently, through legislative mandate and action. One 
example ot this is that training tor primary care suf-
fered less when compared w i t h other forms ot 
medical education dur ing the current budget-cut-
t ing ot the Administrat ion and Congress. However, 
i n 1983, these programs have come under renewed 
attack. 
M y second assumption is that university involve-
ment w i l l continue to increase m primary care. 
W i t h respect to this point , I feel the changing na-
ture ot illness i n modern society has altered the role 
ot the physician, requiring more emphasis on man-
agement than on cure. The primary physician w i l l 
function as a family practitioner, family internist or 
pediatrician. The pediatrician/internist model w i l l be 
suitable for urban practice, the family practitioner 
more ot a rural model; however, the future w i l l sec 
the ditterence between these models disappear. The 
physician w i l l retain the final responsibility tor p r i -
mary care, but to what degree w i l l depend upon 
choices made by today's medical students. 
But let us not be overwhelmed by economics and 
politics alone. The primary-care crisis must be ad-
dressed by the medical profession, since the tact is 
that all peopie do not have access to needed medi-
cal care and we do not have enough physicians 
w h o know their patients over time as individuals 
and families. 
We must never forget that ultimately what p r i -
mary care is about is the intimacy ot the contact 
that takes place when a patient comes to you be-
cause that individual is concerned that he or she, a 
son or daughter, a parent or grandparent, is sick 
and afraid, or is well and wants to stay wel l . It is 
this consultation that is central to primary-care 
practice and, i n tact, to all ot medical practice. A n d , 
despite 1983 cost concerns, every citizen has the 
right to have such personal care services. 
The future generation ot physicians must never 
lose sight ot the tact that we are a helping profes-
sion. We are advocates tor our patients and to our 
communities—especially tor the young and old. I t 
the job seems large, then so is the challenge.B 
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Outgoing Alumni Association President Stepfien J. Alphas '55 passes the gavel to incoming president Michael H. Malamud '59, left. 
Alumni Weekend '83 
features awards, 
talks, receptions 
The presentation ot tour Distin-
guished Alumnus Awards, a talk on 
"Hospitals tor Profit" by New England 
Journal of Medicine editor Arnold S. 
Relman, M.D., and the presentation ot 
scientific papers by members ot the 
Class ot 1958 highlighted the BUSM 
Alumni Association's Alumni Weekend 
May 6 and 7. 
Several hundred BUSM graduates 
trom across the country gathered in 
Boston to participate in the activities, 
which included the presentation ot 
tour Distinguished Alumnus Awards. 
The award recipients were Folkert C. 
Belzer '58, H. Richard Nesson '59, 
John F. C'Connor '57 and Judith L. 
Vaitukaitis '66. 
Folkert O. Belzer '58, cited tor his 
outstanding career In surgery, is the 
Anthony R. Curreri Protessor ot Sur-
gery and chairman ot the Department 
ot Surgery at the University ot Wis-
consin School ot Medicine. He is a 
member ot numerous professional 
associations, including the American 
College ot Surgeons, the American 
Medical Association and the American 
Surgical Association. He also is a past 
president ot the American Society ot 
Transplant Surgeons, the Galitornia 
Society ot Transplant Surgeons and 
the Madison Surgical Society. 
H. Richard Nesson '59 was cited 
tor his outstanding career in medicine. 
He is president ot Brigham and Wom-
en's Hospital in Boston, a lecturer on 
health services at the Harvard School 
ot Public Health and chairman ot the 
Advisory Committee ot the Teaching 
Hospital General Medicine Group 
Practice Program ot the Robert Wood 
Johnson Foundation. Nesson is a 
member ot the Medical Administrators' 
Conterence, the Royal Society ot 
Health, the Massachusetts Public 
Health Association and the Associa-
tion of American Medical Colleges. 
John F. O'Connor '57, associate 
dean tor admissions at BUSM, also 
was cited by the Alumni Association 
tor his outstanding career in medicine. 
O'Connor is director ot pediatric 
radiology at Boston City Hospital. A 
tacuity member at BUSM since 1965, 
C'Connor has held appointments as a 
protessor ot anatomy, pediatrics, and 
radiology prior to being named associ-
ate dean tor admissions in 1981. He 
is a member ot the Society tor Pedia-
tric Radiology and the Association ot 
University Radiologists and is a fellow 
ot the American College ot Radiolo-
gists. 
Judith L. Vaitukaitis '66, a BUSM 
protessor ot medicine and physiology 
and head ot the Section ot Endocri-
nology and Metabolism, received the 
Award trom the Alumni Association tor 
her outstanding career in medicine. 
She also is program director ot the 
University's 14-year-old General Clini-
cal Research Center located at Bos-
ton City Hospital. Vaitukaitis has been 
the recipient ot numerous research 
grants trom the National Institutes ot 
Health and has been studying several 
serious endocrinologic disorders tor 
14 years. She Is a member ot several 
professional organizations, including 
the American Federation tor Clinical 
Research and the Endocrine Society 
and has served on numerous scientitic 
advisory committees. 
Barry M. Manuel '58, executive 
director ot the Alumni Association, dis-
cussed "Professional Liability: The Cri-
sis ot the '80s" at the Saturday morn-
ing session that he moderated and at 
which members ot the Class ot '58 
presented papers. Among those who 
spoke were Louis W. Sullivan, M.D., a 
former BUSM tacuity member who 
now is dean and president ot More-
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house School of Medicine in Atlanta, 
who discussed "Morehouse School ot 
Medicine: First Minority Medical 
School to he Founded in the 20th 
Century." Other memhers ot the Class 
who spoke and their topics were: 
Folkert C. Belzer, M.D., "Studies ot 
Organ Preservation and Transplanta-
tion;" Mortimer J. Buckley, M.D., "The 
Management ot Acute Myocardial 
Ischemia;" Arthur L Finn, M.D., "Cell 
Volume Regulation in Sodium Trans-
porting Epithelia;" Paul J.M. Flealey, 
M.D., "Management ot Draining 
Wounds In Vascular Surgery;" and 
Santord D. Hecht, M.D., "Controver-
sies in Cphthalmology." Dean Sand-
son also took part in the program. 
Relman is speaker. The 108th 
Annual Meeting and Banquet held at 
the 57 Restaurant In Boston featured 
guest speaker Arnold S. Relman, 
M.D., who is a former professor ot 
medicine at BUSM. Presiding at the 
event was Stephen J. Alphas '55, the 
outgoing president ot the Alumni 
Association. 
New otticers ot the Association 
elected at the banquet included: 
Michael ht. Malamud '59, president; 
Sheldon D. Kaufman '60, first vice 
president; and George E. Garcia '61, 
second vice president. Those re-
elected were: Edward Spindell '53, 
secretary; Melvin K. Lyons '43-B, 
assistant secretary; Barry M. Manuel 
'58, treasurer; Edward S. Kondl '62, 
assistant treasurer; and Murray M. 
Freed '52, auditor. Ronald F. Backer 
'70 was appointed a director tor the 
term expiring 1985. Reappointed tor 
additional three-year terms as direc-
tors were John F. C'Connor '57 and 
A. V. Mariano '59. 
ether Alumni Weekend activities 
included a reception and luncheon at 
which memhers of the Glass ot 1933 
present were given special mementos. 
Following the luncheon, students con-
ducted tours ot the School tor the 
alumni. Special private dinners and 
functions were held by the Glasses of 
1933,1948, 1958, 1963 and 1973. A 
reception was held at The Castle on 
the Charles River campus Friday eve-
ning tor all other reunion classes. 
(More coverage ot Alumni Weekend 
'83 will appear in the next edition ot 
Centerscope.) 
Folkert O. Belzer '58, right, is presented a 
Distinguished Alumnus Award from Barry 
M. Manuel '58, executive director of the 
Alumni Association. 
John F. O'Connor '57, right, receives his 
award from Leonard Bouras '59. 
H. Richard Nesson '59, right, accepts his 
Distinguished Alumnus Award from Michael 
H. Malamud '59, new president of the 
Association. 
Judith L. Vaitukaitis '66 receives a 
Distinguished Alumnus Award from Barry 
M. Manuei '58. 
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Louis W. Suliivan '58, dean and president 
of Morefiouse tVledicai Sctiool and a 
former BUSld professor of medicine and 
ptiysioiogy, speaks during tfie Alumni 
Weekend activities. 
Arnold S. Relman, tJI.D., ieft, talks witfi Medicai Center Director 
Richard H. Egdahi, M.D., center, and BUSM Dean John I. Sandson. 
Daniel Weiss '43-A, ieft, and George I. Lythcott '43-A were among 
those who attended Alumni Weekend activities. 
David Smith '78, left, talks with Mitcheii 
Engler '78, during Aiumni Weekend. 
I 
Webster F. Soule, left, Lloyd W. Georgeson, center, and Camille 
R. Berube, all Class of 1953, participate in the weekend activities. 
C.iiiiillcR Boiutir 53 left, and Webster F. Soule'53 visit with 
Alice T. Marston, Ph.D., at the luncheon. Marston, an associate 
professor emerita of microbiology, taught at BUSM from 1928to 
1967 and recently celebrated her 81st birthday. 
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Record amount 
is pledged in 
two Phonathons 
The Alumni Association's Spring '83 
and Fall '82 Phonathons netted a rec-
ord-setting $101,048 in pledges. This 
combined total represents an increase 
ot $26,453 trom ttie previous Fall and 
Spring Ptionattions and a 500 percent 
increase over ttiose two Ptionattions 
tield in 1979-80. 
A total ot 281 alumni pledged a rec-
ord amount ot $32,060 in ttils year's 
Spring Ptionattion, field at the George 
Sherman Union on the University's 
Charles River Campus March 10 and 
22. The previous Spring Phonathon 
record ot $28,018 was set last year 
when 258 alumni responded to calls. 
Pledges totaling $69,000 trom 427 
alumni were obtained during ttie Fall 
Ptionattion, field Cot. 12 and 26 at ttie 
Sherman Union. 
Need for loan funds. Since the tui-
tion at BUSM now is $12,800 per 
year, the volunteers stressed the con-
tinued need tor low-interest loan tunds 
at the School. The Annual Fund sup-
ports not only the Student Revolving 
Loan Fund, but Centerscope maga-
zine, ttie Alumni Medical Library and 
student activities. 
"I want to thank all of the volunteers 
tor their hours ot work. Their diligence 
paid ott," said Phonathon Chairman 
Peter E. PochI '55, a BUSM protessor 
ot dermatology. He also expressed 
deep appreciation to the alumni who 
responded positively to the phone 
calls, to William I. McNary, Ph.D., 
associate dean tor student attairs, 
who joined student and alumni volun-
teers to make calls and to Dean 
Sandson who stopped by to show his 
support at the events. 
In addition to PochI, volunteers at 
the Phonathons included: Bernard 
Tolnick '43-A, chairman ot the Annual 
Fund; Nathan L. Fineberg '30; Michael 
J. Kannan '33; Bertha Cttenbach 
Fineberg '36; William F. Croskery '37; 
Melvin K. Lyons '43-B; Job E. Fuchs 
'44; Stephen J. Alphas '55; John F. 
C'Connor '57; Paul J.M. Healey and 
Barry M. Manuel '58; Leonard Bouras, 
Michael H. Malamud and A.V. Mari-
ano '59; J. Worth Estes '63; Mary 
Jane England and Pierre E. Provost 
'64; Frank F. Davidson Jr., Elizabeth 
Clark Dooiing and Edward F. Parsons 
'65; David A. Bailen '67; Michael A. 
Greenwald '68; Gail Kaplan Kraft '70; 
Leon H. Malkin and George P. White-
law Jr. '71 ; Charles A. Welch '72; 
Robert S. Pastan, Charles P. Titft and 
Allen 0. Waltman '73; Robert G. Alex-
ander '74; M. Douglass Poirler '76; 
Karen T. Brown '79; Thomas A. 
Lamattina '82; fourth-year BUSM stu-
dents Thomas Nevola, Alan L. Roth-
man and Barbara Tellerman; third-
year students Leon Josephs, Lisa J. 
SIrota, Laura Trowe, Doug Welner, 
Kurt Wharton, and John Zwetchken-
baum; tirst-year students Vincent P. 
Fonseca and Erik Gruber; and Boston 
University students Andrew Simmons 
and Lori SIrota. 
Bonner '44 honored 
by Heart Assoc. 
Charles D. Bonner '44, former pres-
ident ot the BUSM Alumni Associa-
tion, received the 1982 Distinguished 
Leadership Award ot the Massachu-
setts Aftiliate, American Heart Associ-
ation. Currently associated with Mount 
Auburn Hospital in Cambridge, Mass., 
Bonner has worked with the Heart As-
sociation tor more than 20 years. 
Bonner, a resident ot ot Newton 
Centre, has served on many state and 
national committees ot the American 
Heart Association and as vice-presi-
dent ot the national organization. He 
has worked in various volunteer ca-
pacities with the Massachusetts Atflli-
ate, including a two-year term as 
president. 
Nominations invited 
for alumni awards 
Leonard Bouras '59, chairman ot 
the Alumni Awards Committee ot the 
Boston University School ot Medicine 
Alumni Association, is inviting nomina-
tions tor the Distinguished Alumnus(a) 
Awards for 1984. 
Award recipients are chosen on the 
basis ot their notable accomplish-
ments as physicians, having achieved 
distinction In the tield ot academia, in 
clinical medical practice or in organi-
zational medicine. 
Send letters and reasons tor nomi-
nation to: Alumni Awards Committee, 
in care ot BUSM Alumni Association, 
80 East Concord Street, Boston, MA 
02118. 
Linda Eberspacher 
named to Aiumni 
Association post 
Linda B. Eberspacher has been 
named director ot development tor the 
BUSM Alumni Association, according 
to Barry M. Manuel, M.D., executive 
director ot the Association. Eber-
spacher has worked in the BUSM 
Alumni Cttice tor seven years, most 
recently as associate director tor 
alumni affairs. 
Manuel also named Elisabeth Dou-
cett assistant to the director ot devel-
opment tor the Alumni Association. 
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John J . Hayes '32 
to bequeath funds 
to the School 
John J. Hayes '32 of Pound Ridge, 
N.Y., has bequeathed his estate to 
Boston University Schooi of Medicine, 
according to Barry M. Manuel '58, 
executive director of the BUSM 
Alumni Association. 
The gift, one of the largest to be 
given by an alumnus, will be used to 
establish the Olive Johnston Hayes 
Student Revolving Loan Fund in honor 
of Hayes' wife. 
"Dr. Hayes worked to tinanclally 
support himself throughout his tour 
years as a student at BUSM, and now 
he is very much committed to helping 
BUSM students—particularly tirst- and 
second-year students—to finance their 
medical educations," Manuel said. 
Hayes, a pathologist whose career 
has spanned several hospitals as well 
as the medical department ot the U.S. 
Navy during World War II, has been 
retired tor a number ot years. 
Percy \N. Wadman '51 
Wadman heads 
medical society 
Percy W. Wadman '51 ot Green-
field, Mass., became the Massachu-
setts Medical Society's president at 
the Society's 201st annual meeting re-
cently held in Boston. He will serve tor 
one year as head ot the oldest state 
medical society in the nation. 
Wadman, a member ot the Ameri-
can Medical Association, is chairman 
ot the American College ot Obstetrics 
and Gynecology and is a fellow ot the 
American College ot Surgeons. He is 
married to the former Cynthia A. De-
Mallie. The couple has tour children. 
John J. Hayes '32, center, chats with Dean Sandson and Barry M. Manuel '58, right, 
executive director of the BUSM Aiumni Association, on a recent visit to the Schooi. 
Do you know where these BUSM alumni are? 
The BUSM Alumni Ottice has lost contact with the alumni listed below 
and is asking tor your help. It you know the current location ot any ot 
these people, please contact the Alumni Ottice at 80 East Concord Street, 
Boston, MA 02118 or call Linda Eberspacher at 617/247-6046. 
Seymour Alter '70 
Brad M. Cogan '75 
Allan D. Converse III '70 
Robert R. Edelman '80 
Carlos A. Enriquez '71 
Marc B. Freeman '75 
F. Russell Freeto Jr. '40 
Ann E. Hamilton '65 
Paul 0 . Helfgott '78 
William Decker Holcomb '35 
Manuel Kalman '26 
Raymond S. Keete '25 
Frances J. Kelsick '76 
Daniel J. Kirsch '79 
Edward W.H. Lagerstedt '30 
Max S. Laguerre '78 
John L. Lang '63 
Marilyn S. Lebowitz '80 
Norman Lipton '62 
Peggy Lonergan '59 
Jerry Murphy '79 
Esperanza M. Ordonnez '78 
Roger G. Osterheld '24 
Titus Plomaritis Jr. '81 
Thomas J. Quigley '28 
Sharon Satinsky Romm '72 
Gerald A. Rosentield '58 
Allen J. Rovner '71 
Warren Ruhmann '41 
Ronald E. Schott '78 
Louis B. Sllverstein '27 
Jean Slater '77 
Duane L. Smith '64 
Rosemary K. Sokas '74 
Shiao-Wei Y. Shen '65 
Alan W. Sherman '71 
Judith L. Shoner '76 
Lucy Nina Sikorsky '28 
Ida A. Sterman-Rottenberg '40 
Daniel B. Weil '60 
Lewis Joseph Weinstein '78 
Ronald R. Wempen '63 
Philip R. Wisiackas '77 
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Present at ttie lunctieon were Class of '33 members, left to rigtit, seated: Leonard Flanagan, C. Daniel Rubenstein and Norbert F. 




Nicholas J . Capece of Milford, Mass., 
was honored by the Massachusetts 
Medical Society as a 50-year society 
member at the Park Plaza Hotel in 
Boston. Capece has been 
practicing medicine In Miltord tor 57 
years and has been a medical exam-
iner in Worcester County tor more 
than 40 years. 
1930 
Grace R. Martus ot Rockaway Park, 
N.Y., writes that she has been, and 
still is, consultant at Peninsula Hospi-
tal Center. She is still in active prac-
tice and her husband Jules is still 
working tuii time at his law tirm. Their 
grandson will become a geologist this 
spring, while their granddaughter, 
married and living in San Diego, is 
studying tor her master's degree. 
Percy T. Whitney of Ellsworth, Maine, 
writes, "All is well on this beautiful 
portion ot 'The rock-ribbed coast ot 
Maine!'" 
1935 
Olga Little ot Willimantic, Conn., and 
her husband, Mervyn Little, were hon-
ored at a reception at the University ot 
Connecticut Faculty Alumni Center In 
Storrs. The couple, married tor more 
than 47 years, founded Natchaug 
Hospital in 1954, which began as a 
nursing home and quickly expanded 
Into the only non-state psychiatric 
hospital in northeastern Connecticut. 
Natchaug otters a broad range ot pro-
grams: an inpatient program, an ado-
lescent unit tor troubled teenagers, a 
partial hospitalization program and an 
alcohol and drug abuse program. Al-
though Olga Little will step down as 
medical director ot Natchaug, she 
plans to continue her private psychiat-
ric practice. Mervyn Little also will 
continue to practice on a reduced ba-
sis. Over 100 staff members turned 
out tor a dinner dance saluting the 
couple for their outstanding commu-
nity contributions. 
1936 
Morris Fogel ot Brooklyn, N.Y., 
proudly writes that he has "one gor-
geous granddaughter, age 14." 
1937 
James Harrison ot Chestnut HIII, 
Mass., writes that he is a medical di-
rector ot a group ot nursing homes 
and still is actively practicing geria-
trics. 
1950 
Donald P. Dobson of Portland, Ore., 
was appointed to the state Board 
ot Medical Examiners. Since 
1955, Dobson has been an 
anesthesiologist at Good Samaritan 
Hospital and Medicai Center, Portland. 
Past president ot the medicai staff and 
cilnciai instructor ot anesthesia at the 
Oregon Heaith Sciences University 
Schooi ot Medicine, Portland, Dobson 
also is a past president ot the Oregon 
Medicai Association, and currently Is a 
member ot the Oregon and American 
Societies ot Anesthesiologists. 
1951 
David H. Boats ot Port Arthur, Tex., 
had a streak ot bad luck last spring, in 
May, he had to cancel a trip to Ger-
many when his office with all his 
equipment burned to the ground, in 
June, he had to undergo surgery. But 
he was back in practice in July with a 
37 
Outgoing Alumni Association President Stephen J. Alphas '55 presents a memento to 
A. Daniel Rubenstein '33. 
new office in a building he purchased 
and everything has been going 
smoothly since then. 
1952 
Malkah Tolpin Notman ot Brookiine, 
Mass, recentiy co-edited Volumes 2 
and 3 of The World Patient, a series 
begun by Carol C. Nadeison, M.D., 
and Notman In 1978 as part ot the 
Plenum Press project "Women in 
Context." The series focuses on men-
tal heaith issues affecting women and 
the complex psychosocial tactors that 
shape our perceptions ot heaith and 
illness. Topics covered in the two vol-
umes include: the specific develop-
mental experiences ot black women; 
the concerns ot midlife, particularly as 
they affect marital interactions; and 
possible connections between physi-
cal and emotional and indirect expres-
sions ot violence. Notman is a ciinicai 
protessor ot psychiatry at Tutts Uni-
versity Schooi ot Medicine and direc-
tor ot the Women's Resource Center 
and director ot psychotherapy in the 
New England Medicai Center Depart-
ment ot Psychiatry. 
1953 
Camille R. Berube ot Pocasset, 
Mass., has been appointed to the 
medicai statt ot Lakeviiie Hospital, in 
annoucing his appointment, John R. 
Pratt, executive director ot the hospi-
tal, commented, "Dr. Berube's exten-
sive training and experience in family 
medicine adds a valuable dimension 
to our patient care capabilities. We 
have waited some time to find a phy-
sician whose talents wouid provide the 
ideal complement to the rest ot our 
highly specialized statt. it is clear to 
me that we have found just such a 
person in Dr. Berube." 
Carl G. Freese Jr. ot Peterborough, 
N.H., writes that he gets together 
quite often with Doris and Joe Forte 
ot Gardner, Mass. 
Radamee Orlandi-Gomez ot Rio 
Piedras, Puerto Rico, writes that he is 
completely retired now, with only oc-
casional consulting jobs. His son, Ra-
damee Jr., is a dentist with the U.S. 
Navy and is stationed at Pensacoia, 
Fia.; the couple was expecting a baby 
in December. Sammy, the Orlandi-
Gomez second son, is working and 
studying at TGU, majoring in art and 
interested particularly in sculpturing. 
1954 
Jay D. Coffman of Canton, Mass., 
had an article entitled "Medicai Ther-
apy ot Chronic Obstructive Arterial 
Disease" pubiished in the June '82 issue 
ot Drug Therapy. Cottman is a protes-
sor ot medicine at BUSM and is sec-
tion head ot the Peripheral Vascular 
Department and associate director ot 
the medicai service at University Hos-
pital at Boston University Medicai 
Center. 
H. Wallace Kava ot New Rocheiie, 
N.Y., writes that he and his wite, Phyi-
iis, are the proud grandparents ot Ner-
issa Pamela Goldberg. 
1958 
Louis W. Sullivan ot Atlanta, Ga., ad-
dressed the Savannah (Ga.) Rotary 
Club January 1982, recalling the prin-
cipal of his elementary schooi, whose 
son became Chatham Country's tirst 
black Superior Court judge. Sullivan, a 
former BUSM tacuity member, is pres-
ident and dean of Atlanta's More-
house Schooi ot Medicine, the first 
predominantly black medicai Institution 
to be established in the United States 
in this century. 
Donald L. Keiiey ot Woodstown, N.J., 
has joined the statt ot Rockingham 
Memoriai Hospital, Bellows Fails, Vt. 
Keiiey will practice general, thoracic 
and vascular surgery at the hospital. 
Most recentiy, Keiiey has been In pri-
vate practive in Salem, N.J. 
1962 
Edmond E. Charrette ot Lexington, 
Mass., has been named vice-presi-
dent ot Medicai Attairs and medicai di-
rector at New England Rehabiiitaton 
Hospital, Woburn, Mass. Charrette is 
an assistant ciinicai protessor ot medi-
cine at BUSM and Is on the active 
statt ot University Hospital in Boston, 
Mount Auburn Hospital, Cambridge, 
and Symmes Hospital, Arlington. He is 
a past president ot the Massachusetts 
Society ot internal Medicine, a dlpio-
mate ot the Board ot internal Medicine 
and a Fellow ot the American College 
ot Physicians. He also is the recipient 
ot the Physician Recognition Award 
presented by the American Medicai 
Association. 
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1964 
Vincent J . Russo of Newburyport, 
Mass., and Putnam P. Breed ot 
Hampton Falls, N.H., have a joint 
surgical practice in Newburyport, 
Mass. Russo is back at BUSM in the 
Schooi ot Pubiic Heaith Master ot 
Pubiic Heaith Program and was 
scheduled to graduate in January 
1983. 
1969 
William Frishman of Scarsdaie, N.Y., 
a cardiologist, currently is chiet ot the 
Department ot Medicine at the Hospi-
tal ot the Albert Einstein Coiiege ot 
Medicine. He was a recipient ot the 
Teaching Scholarship Award ot the 
American Heart Association. He lives 
in Scarsdaie with his wite, Esther and 
three chiidren, Sheryi, 10, Amy, 6, and 
MIchaei, 1. 
1971 
Thomas L. Wenger ot Durham, N.C., 
recentiy pubiished in Drug Therapy an 
article entitled, "Using Antidepressants 
in Patients with Cardiovascular Dis-
ease." Wenger is an adjunct assistant 
protessor ot medicine at Duke Univer-
sity Medicai Center in Durham and 
senior ciinicai research scientist in the 
Medicai Division ot the Burroughs 
Wellcome Company. 
Joyce Easter ot Brookiine, Mass., 
has been named director ot heaith 
services and consultant ot the Career 
Pianning and Counseling Center at 
Simmons College. Easter, who has 
been a psychiatric consultant to Sim-
mons Coiiege since 1980, also has a 
private practice in psychiatry. 
Michael Felnberg ot Ann Arbor, 
Mich., writes that he became an asso-
ciate professor ot psychiatry at the 
University ot Michigan ettective Sept. 
1. 
1974 
Robyn G. Karlstadt ot Forest Hills, 
N.Y., writes that she is married and 
gave birth to a son, Joshua Hamilton. 
Karlstadt has iett private practice 
and has begun medicai research 
with Hoftman-LaRoche in New Jersey. 
Noel A. Blagg of Cherry Valley, 
Mass., recentiy was named infectious 
disease consultant tor Berkshire Medi-
cai Center, where he acts as a con-
sultant to attending physicians in for-
mulating diagnostic and therapeutic 
approaches in the treatment ot pa-
tients with infectious diseases. Blagg 
also is employed on a half-time basis 
at General Electric Company as asso-
ciate medicai director. He is the au-
thor ot several articles on infectious 
disease. 
Martha M. Nugent ot Ann Arbor, 
Mich., and her husband. Bill, along 
with their two sons, Wiiiiam, 5, and 
Bradford, 2, is living in Ann Arbor 
whiie Bill completes his cardlothoracic 
surgery teiiowship. Martha is a ciinicai 
instructor in emergency medicine at 
the University of Michigan. 
Richard Spira ot Miami, Fia., a radiol-
ogist on the medicai statt at Cedars 
Medicai Center and ciinicai assistant 
professor in radiology at University ot 
Miami Schooi ot Medicine, presented 
a paper at the annual meeting ot the 
Radiological Society ot North America 
in Chicago In November. The paper 
describes a new technique used tor 
the diagnosis ot herniated disks. 
1975 
Richard LIchtenberg ot Ardmore, 
Pa., writes that since graduation he 
has married and has one son named 
Daniei, 14 months, "and another on 
the way!" He currently is training at 
Hahnemann Medicai Coiiege, Pa. 
Jeffrey Newcomer ot Spottord, N.H., 
was elected to the New Hampshire 
Lung Association's board ot directors. 
Newcomer is an internist and pulmo-
nary consultant at the Keene Clinic 
and medicai director ot Cheshire Hos-
pital's Department ot Respiratory 
Therapy. His speciai interest is adult 
lung diseases and the effect that ciga-
rette smoking has on the human lung. 
He and his wite, Abigail, have one 
daughter. 
STUDENT .1 
Class of 1973 members at the luncheon were, Iefttoright, seated: Lynne Gradinger Besen 
and Barbara Wilkinson. Standing: David Savar, Andrew Besen, Jon Lass, William E. Keiiey 
and Evan Mortimer. 
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1979 
Richard L. Franklin of Walpole, 
Mass., has been appointed director ot 
corporate deveiopment at instrumen-
tation Laboratory, inc., a Lexington, 
Mass., manufacturer ot scientitic in-
struments. He wiii be responsible tor 
long-range strategic pianning in 
biomedical sciences. 
Jeffrey A. Goldes ot Minneapolis, 
Minn., and his wite Elizabeth proudly 
announce the birth ot John Abraham. 
Goldes writes that he wiii complete 
combined training in anatomic 
pathology, ciinicai dermatology and 
dermapathoiogy at the University 
ot Minnesota in late 1984 or early 
1985. 
1980 
Scott E. Wang is residing in Los An-
geles, Caiit., where he is completing a 
residency in pathology. 
GSGD 
1960 
Jerome Serllng ot Hamden, Conn., 
announced the opening ot his new ot-
tices tor the practice ot periodontics at 
123 York St., Crown Towers, New Ha-
ven, and at 377 Main St. in West Ha-
ven. He is a member ot the medicai 
staffs ot Yale-New Haven Hospital 
and John Dempsey Hospital. 
1962 
Seymour Melnick ot West Hartford, 
Conn., was presented an Award ot 
Merit by the Hartford Dental Society, 
ot which he is immediate past presi-
dent. The award, the highest honor 
the society bestows, is given in recog-
nition ot outstanding service to the or-
ganization and achievement In the sci-
ence and practice ot dentistry. 
1965 
Frank D. Ravlola ot Fairfield, Conn., 
opened a practice in periodontics at 
2447 Whitney Avenue, Hamden. Ra-
vioia is chairman ot the Department ot 
Periodontics at Park City Hospital ot 
Bridgeport and Is a member ot the 
medicai statt ot St. Vincent's Hospital 
in Connecticut. Ravioia is married to 
the former Elaine Mancini. 
1968 
Michael W. Kaplinsky ot Springfield, 
Mass., has joined the Mercy Hospital 
medicai statt tor the practice ot den-
tistry. 
Members of tfie Class of '78 on hand for the Alumni Weekend luncheon were, ieft to right, 
seated: Peak Woo, Hugo Cerri and Dwight Shen. Standing: David Smith, David Saitzberg 
and Mitchell Engier. 
1973 
S . Grayson Eddy ot Knoxviiie, Tenn., 
has been elected vice president ot the 
Tennessee Society ot Crthodontists. 
The society's 106 members meet an-
uaiiy tor a scientitic conterence on or-
thodontics. 
1979 
Alvin Rosen ot Andover, Mass., has 
been appointed to the medicai staff ot 
the J.B. Thomas Hospital. 
1980 
Kenneth W. Fink ot Trumbull, Conn., 
announced his association with Drs. 
Stephen H. Mason, Jeffrey R. Morris 
and Jerry Rosenteid in the practice ot 
family dentistry in their ottice at 10 
Princeton St., Eimwood Center, West 
Hartford. 
Necrology 
1923 Patrick D. Gerard ot Newark, 
N.J., on Sept. 18, 1982. 
1928 Maurice J. Langsam ot La 
Joiia, Caiit., on July 17, 1982. 
1931 Nicholas Padis ot Drexei Hiii, 
Pa., on July 11, 1982. 
1932 Charles J. Cataido ot Mere-
dith, N.H., on Sept. 4, 1982. 
1935 George M. Connor ot Piants-
vliie, Conn., on Nov. 14, 1982. 
1937 Stanley T. Bioomtieid ot 
Stamford, Conn., on April 12, 
1982. 
Harry R. Mushiin ot Water-
town, Mass., on Marcti 31 , 
1982. 
1922 Marlon Dallas Mastroianni ot 
New Haven, Conn., on April 
2, 1982. 
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Since 1812, The N e w England Journal of 
Medicine has played its role i n medical 
circles—reporting the progress of medicine to 
physicians and medical students throughout 
the w o r l d . 
lew Eflglani Journa 
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Boston University 
School of Medicine 
Department of 
Continuing Medical Education 
Course Announcements: 1983 
1. Advanced Trauma Life Suppo r t /TBA 1983/Boston 
University Medicai Center, Boston, MA 
2. Microsurgery of the Larynx and Voice Conserva-
t ion / June 1-3, 1983/Course Directors: M. Stuart Strong, 
M.D., Geza J. Jako, M.D., and Charles W. Vaughan, 
M.D./Back Bay Hilton, Boston, MA 
3. Chron ic Obst ruc t ive Pu lmonary Disease In the El-
de r l y / June 15, 1983/Course Director: Sharon Rounds, 
M.D./Park Plaza Hotel, Boston, MA 
4. Pediatr ic Neuro logy tor the Pract i t ioner: Update 
1983/ June 25, 1983/Course Director: N. Paul Rosman, 
M.D./Copley Plaza Hotel, Boston, MA 
5. Behaviora l Medicine 1983/ July 19-25, September 24-
30, and October 29-November 4, 1983/Course Director: 
Lyie H. Miller, Ph.D./Boston University Medical Center, 
Boston, MA 
6. Compute rs tor the Pract ic ing Phys ic ian : An Intro-
duc t ion / Course Director: Barry M. Manuel, M.D./July 25-
27, Dunfey Hyannis Hotel, Cape Cod, MA: October 8-10, 
Jug End, The Berkshires, MA: November 19-20, The Mar-
riott, Boston, MA: January 30-February I, 1984, Top 
Notch, Stowe, VT: February 24-26, 1984, Hyatt, Disney 
World, FL/June 16-17, 1984, The Sheraton Islander, New-
port, Rl 
7. Recent Advances In Medicine and Surgery/ August 
21-26, 1983/Course Director: Joseph J. Vitale, M.D., 
Sc.D./lnterlaken, Switzerland 
8. Emergency Pediatr ics/ September 30-October 1, 
1983/Course Director: Robert M. Reece, M.D./Back Bay 
Hilton, Boston, MA 
9. Prevent ion 1983/ September 30-October 5, 1983/ 
Course Director: Joseph Stokes III, M.D./Jug End, The 
Berkshires, MA 
10. Therapy ot Card iovascular Diseases/ October 8-10, 
1983;Course Director: Aram Chobanian, M.D.-The Shera-
ton Islander, Newport, Rl 
11. E ighth Annual Recogni t ion and Management ot 
Medical Emergencies/ October 20-22. 1983/Course Di-
rector: Robert Levin, M.D./Back Bay Hilton, Boston, MA 
12. Learning Disabi l i t ies: Recogni t ion and Remedla-
t lons—a Mul t id isc ip l inary Approach/ October 22, 1983/ 
Course Director: N. Paul Rosman, M.D./Copley Plaza Ho-
tel, Boston, MA 
13. Second Internat ional Conterence on Safety Evalu-
at ion and Regulat ion ot Chemicals/ October 24-28, 
1983/Course Director: Freddy Homburger, M.D./Hotel So-
nesta, Cambridge, MA 
14. Mul t ip le Modal i t ies ot Treatment wi th Mult i -Prob-
lem Famil ies/ November 5, 1983/Course Director: Jean 
Lau Chin, Ed.D./Jotin Hancock Center, Boston, MA 
15. The Problem Foot and Ankle/ November 5, 1983/ 
Course Director: George Whitelaw, M.D. The Westin Ho-
tel, Boston, MA 
16. Uro-Oncoiogy Update 1983/ December 10, 1983/ 
Course Director: Robert Krane, M.D./Marriott Hotel, New-
ton, MA 
17. The First 30 Minutes: The Boston City Hospital 
Approach to Medical and Pediatr ic Emergencies/ De-
cember 27-30, 1983/Course Directors: Robert Levin, M.D., 
and Stephen Pelton, M.D./The Buena Vista Palace, Walt 
Disney World, FL 
18. Family Therapy tor the Mental Heaith Profession/ 
December 27-30, 1983/Course Director: Richard Pillard, 
M.D./Hyatt Orlando, Wait Disney World, FL 
19. Management ot Common Obstetr ical Problems/ 
December 28-31, 1983/Course Director: David Acker, 
M.D./St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands 
20. Treatment Di lemmas in Medicine/ January 16-20, 
1984/Course Director: Robert Levin, M.D./Cancun, Mexico 
21 . Uro logy Update 1984/ February 6-10, 1984/Course 
Directors: Robert Krane, M.D., and Ralph deVere White, 
M.D./Smuggler's Notch, Jeffersonville, VT 
22. Controvers ies in Internal Medicine/ February 13-17, 
1984/Course Director: Robert Levin, M.D./Smuggler's 
Notch, Jeffersonville, VT 
23. Gyneco logy tor the Non-Gynecologist / February 
20-23, 1984/Course Director: Kenneth C. Edelin, M.D./ 
Hyatt Orlando, Walt Disney World, FL 
24. Selected Top ics in Obstetr ics/ February 19-25, 
1984/Course Director: David Acker, M.D./Steamboat 
Springs, CO 
25. Trauma and Emergency Radiology tor Emergency 
Physic ians, General Pract i t ioners and Family Physi-
c ians/ February 18-20, 1984/Course Directors: Judith 
Kossoff, M.D., and Alan Naimark, M.D./Hyatt Orlando Ho-
tel, Walt Disney World, FL 
26. Emergency Treatment ot Orthopedic and Sports 
Injuries/ February 27-March 1, 1984/Course Director: 
George Whitelaw, M.D./Stowe, VT 
27. Current Cl in ical Pediatr ics/ February 27-March 2, 
1984/Course Director: Stephen Pelton, M.D..Smugglers' 
Notch, Jeffersonville, VT 
Additional courses may be added. For further information, 
contact Ms. Donna Marcy, Department of Continuing Med-
ical Education, Boston University School of Medicine, 80 




City -State -Zip 
I am interested in Boston University School of 
Medicine Department of Continuing Medical Education 
Programs (circle number below): 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
Detach and mail to Ms. Donna Marcy at the above 
address. 
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